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Introduction

To date it has been nearly impossible to distinguish whether the cellular transformation process
gives rise to conditions that cause cancer cells to accumulate mutations (2), or whether an increase in the
rate of mutation within cells gives rise to the transformation process that culminates in the formation of
cancer cells (3,4). Currently, a strong case can be made relating the number of unrepaired mutations in the
cell with the development of a cancerous phenotype (5-7). The mutations noted to correlate with the
expression of a cancerous phenotype could result from an increase in errors made during both DNA
replication and DNA repair (8-17). In order to begin to assess the degree to which errors created during
DNA replication contribute to the overall mutation frequency observed in cancer cells, I proposed to
compare the fidelity of the DNA replication process in malignant breast cells and non-malignant breast
cells. Several studies have reported that the activity of DNA 03 polymerase, an enzyme implicated in gap
filling DNA synthesis during DNA repair (17,18) is decreased in cancer cells. These and other
investigations also indicate that cancer cells generally have a higher error rate during the repair of gapped
DNA and report that at least some of the common mutations include frame shifts and deletions of DNA
sequence (17-22). However, most of these investigations were performed using either crude cell extracts
or purified enzymes. In vitro assays using crude cell extracts contain nucleases and proteases, which may
alter the integrity of the replication or repair enzymes in the extract or the DNA templates used in these
assays. These factors may subsequently affect our interpretation of the data obtained using crude cell
extracts. Those studies that use purified enzymes do not take into account that DNA repair in intact cells
generally occurs in a highly controlled environment (13), with both the DNA and key enzymes organized
into higher-order structures. These assays also do not adequately consider the potential contributions of
accessory factors present in the intact cell that may enhance the fidelity of the DNA repair process. The
observations reported by Kunkel's group (17,18) reinforce the idea that the maintenance of high fidelity
DNA synthesis and repair requires at least some of the proteins used during DNA replication. Assays that
ignore the possible involvement of the DNA replication proteins in the repair process are not capable of
presenting an accurate picture of intact cell DNA repair, and also ignore the possible role played by the
fidelity with which DNA replication is initially carried out and the overall contribution of the fidelity of
DNA replication to the development of a "mutator" phenotype.

In order to better understand the extent to which the intact DNA replication machinery contributes
to the overall mutation frequencies observed in malignant and non-malignant breast cells, I have designed
experiments to examine the degree of fidelity exhibited during the DNA replication process in both normal
and cancerous breast cells. To accomplish this goal I have isolated a multiprotein DNA replication
complex (which we have designated the DNA synthesome) from both normal breast tissue cells and
malignant breast cancer cells and have begun to determine the ability of the DNA synthesome from both
cell types to faithfully copy a target gene used in our in vitro replication assay system. We have previously
shown that the DNA synthesome isolated from mammalian cells is fully competent to carry out large T-
antigen-dependent DNA synthesis in vitro (23-25). The DNA synthesome has been purified to about 30-
40 polypeptides and is fully competent to replicate DNA bidirectionally from a defined origin of DNA
replication, producing semi-conservatively replicated DNA. The rate of DNA replication and the products
of the in vitro reaction suggest that the DNA synthesome faithfully mimics the replication process carried
out in intact cells. Using this multiprotein DNA replication complex we have initiated experiments
intended to determine whether cancer cells exhibit a higher mutation frequency due to a defect in the
fidelity of the DNA synthetic process. Our data suggest that there is a higher frequency of mutation in our
assay when the target DNA sequence is replicated by the DNA synthesome from the breast cancer cells
than when it is replicated by the DNA synthesome from normal breast cells. Our most recent data suggest
that the types of mutations created by malignant breast DNA synthesome-mediated replication include
mismatches, and insertions and deletions of nucleotides.

Although we have observed decreased fidelity of the DNA replication as mediated by the DNA
synthesome from malignant human breast cell lines and breast tissue, it is important to also consider the



-,potential contribution of the extensive repair activities present in the cell. In order to begin to explore the
possible interaction of the DNA synthesome with the cellular DNA repair proteins, we have recently
initiated a series of experiments designed identify the structural and functional interactions of several key
DNA repair proteins with the breast cell DNA synthesome. We decided to look for the association of
mismatch repair proteins hMSH2, hMLH1, hPMS2, and GTBP with the DNA synthesome due to their
suggested interaction with the DNA replication process (40) and evidence which links them to the
development of several types of cancer (41-48). We have also begun to examine the association between
the DNA synthesome and MYH (homolog to the bacterial MutY protein), an adenine glycosylase which
removes A/G and A/GO errors (49-51). Most recently, we have begun examining the association of the
protein kinase Ku with the DNA synthesome, as it has also been suggested to participate in DNA
replication and repair (52, 53).

To date, these experiments have yielded exciting data which suggest a direct interaction between
the DNA synthesome and key DNA mismatch repair proteins. Experiments are ongoing to further map
the relationship of these and other repair proteins associated with the DNA synthesome of the human
breast cell.

Materials and Methods

Replication template (pha2emid pBK-CMV) and bacteria culture.
a. The pBK-CMV vector (Stratagene) contains the full 298 bp SV40 origin of DNA replication,

including both large T-antigen binding sites I and II. It also contains the eucaryotic promoter for the
cytomegalovirus (CMV), the procaryotic RNA start sequence (at position 1221), the lacP gene (at position
1300-1220), which codes for the lacZ gene promoter, the cc-lacZ gene (at position 1183-810), the start site
for the 13-gal gene (ATG) (at position 1183), and the stop site for the gene (TAA) (at position 799).

b. The XLI- Blue MRF' strain of E. coli This strain was purchased from Stratagene as the optimal
strain of E. coli for the growth and expression of the pBK-CMV vector. It's genetic composition is:
[(mcrA) 183, d(mcr(B-hsdSMR-mrr) 173, endAl, supE44, thi 1, recAl, gyrA96, relAl, lac[F'proAB,
laclaZ (m15, TnlO(tetR)] Cells were transfected by electroporation (38,39).

c. Expression of the non-mutated 13-galactosidase gene in the transformed E.coli growing in the
presence of both the chromogenic substrate of the 13-galactosidase gene product, 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-
indolyl 13-D galactoside (X-gal), and the inducer for the 13-galactosidase gene, isopropylthio-13-D
galactosidase (IPTG), will produce dark blue colonies. Errors in the sequence encoding the 03-
galactosidase gene result in white colonies. Intermediate phenotypes (light blue) may result from less
severe mutations of the gene encoding 13-galactosidase.

Cell culture.
The malignant breast cancer cell line, Hs578T (Homo sapiens No. 578, tumor cells), is an

aneuploid, mammary myo-epithelial cell line derived from a mammary tumor that does not express the
estrogen receptor protein (32). The Hs578T cells are grown in suspension in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's
medium supplemented with 4.5 g/L glucose, 10 units /ml bovine insulin, and 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS). The non-malignant breast cell line Hs578Bst (Homo sapiens No. 578, breast cells) is diploid and is,
most likely, of myoepithelial origin (32,41). It is derived from breast tissue found peripheral to the Hs578T
tumor. The Hs578Bst cells are grown in monolayer culture with modified Dulbecco's medium, 30 ng/ml
epidermal growth factor (EGF), and 10% FBS. The malignant MCF7 cell line is derived from a human
breast adenocarcinoma. Cells from the plural effusion were used to establish the line. It has retained many
characteristics of differentiated mammary epithelium including the ability to process estradiol via
cytoplasmic estrogen receptors and the capability of forming domes (64) It is maintained in Eagles'
medium with non-essential amino acids, I nM sodium pyruvate, bovine insulin (10ug/ml), 90%, and fetal
bovine serum, 10%.
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The non-malignant MCF10A cell line is an immortalized cell line from human fibrocystic breast
disease tissue of a 34 year-old Caucasian patient (65). It has a near normal karyotype, and by
electronmicroscopy the cells display characteristics of luminal ductal cells but not myoepithelial cells. The
cell line is maintained in a 1:1 mixture of Dulbecco modified Eagle's medium and Ham's F12 medium with
20ng/ml epidermal growth factor, 100ng/ml cholera toxin, 0.01 mg/ml insulin, and 500 ng/ml
hydrocortisone, 95%; and horse serum, 5%. All cell lines were purchased from the ATCC.

Fractionation scheme for the isolation of breast cell DNA synthesome.
Protein fractions from all breast cell types were prepared on ice or at 4°C following modified procedures of
Malkas et al. (1990) and Coll et al (1996). The fractionation procedure for human breast tissue samples
was modified to include freezing and pulverization in liquid nitrogen prior to Dounce homogenization.
Cell homogenate fractions from all breast cell sources were centrifuged at 2,500 rpm (1,740 x g ) for 10
minutes in order to separate the crude nuclear (P-1) and cytosolic fractions (S-1). Mitochondria (P-2) are
pelleted from the S-1 fraction by centrifugation at 12,500 rpm (18,000 x g) for 15 minutes. The resultant
supernatant (designated the S-2) fraction is then subjected to ultracentrifugation at 100,000 x g for 1 hour
to remove microsomes (P-3), and the supernatant are designated the S-3 fraction. The crude nuclear pellet
(P-I) are resuspended in buffer and gently rocked for 2 hours. After a 10-minute centrifugation at 15,000
x g the supernatant (designated NE), containing soluble protein extracted from the nuclei, is collected,
combined with the S-3 fraction and made 2M in KCI and 5% in polyethylene glycol (PEG 6000). The
mixture is stirred gently for one hour at 40C and pelleted by centrifugation for 15 minutes at 16,000 rpm
(30,900 x g). The resultant supernatant (PEG NE/S-3) is collected and layered onto a 2M sucrose cushion
and subjected to centrifugation at 40,000 rpm (100,000 x g) for 16-18 hours at 4'C. The material above
the sucrose cushion (top 70% of the tube) is collected and designated the S-4 fraction. The material
collected at the sucrose interface (bottom 30%) is designated the P-4 fraction.

The P-4 fraction is then applied to a Q-Sepharose column (Pharmacia) (25 mg protein/i ml of
matrix) which is pre-equilibrated with loading buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5/ 1 mM DTT/ 1
mM EDTA/ 10% glycerol/ 50 mM KCI. Unbound protein is washed from the matrix with 8 volumes of
column-loading buffer. The matrix-bound protein is eluted by an increasing KC1 gradient (50 mM - 1 M)
in 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 / 1 mM DTT / 1 mM EDTA / 10% glycerol. The column fractions will then be
assayed for their ability to support in vitro SV40 DNA replication. The column fractions able to support in
vitro SV40 DNA replication are pooled and layered onto an 1 1-ml 10-30% sucrose gradient containing 50
mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 / 1 mM DTT / 1 mM EDTA / 0.5 M KCI. The tubes containing the sucrose
gradients are centrifuged at 100,000 x g for 16 hours, and the sucrose gradient fractions containing the
replication-competent DNA synthesome are pooled, aliquoted, and stored at -80'C.

In Vitro DNA Replication Assay.
The DNA replication reactions (50ul) were carried out as described in Sekowski et al., 1997 (37).

DNA polymerase X and 8 Assays.
DNA polymerase ct activity was measured as described by and Lamothe et al., 1981 (55) and Vishwanatha
et al., 1986 (56). One unit of polymerase cc activity is equivalent to the incorporation of inmol of [3H]-
TMP into DNA per hour per mg protein at 370C. The polymerase 5 activity was measured according to
procedures previously described by Lee et al, 1991 (57).

Precipitation of the Replicated DNA.
The DNA in the remaining 40 ktl from each in vitro DNA replication reaction was precipitated as described
in detail in Sekowski et al., 1997 (37). Briefly, after extraction and precipitation, the DNA was subjected
to Dpn I digestion.
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Forward Muta2enesis Assay: Transfection and Plating.
The Dpn I digested, in vitro replicated pBK-CMV DNA (fig. 3) was used to transfect the E.coli host
(strain XLl- Blue MRF') as described in detail in Sekowski et al., 1997 (37). The transfection and plating
conditions give intense blue color for the wild-type plasmid which facilitates the visualization of mutant
phenotypes. The mutant colonies range from white to intermediate (relatively blue) phenotypes.

Scoring of Mutants.
The inactivation of the cx-complementation gene (the product of which is the catalytic subunit of f3-
galactosidase) due to a mutation in the lac Zot gene in pBK-CMV will give a variety of mutant
phenotypes, due to the lack of a fully functional P3-galactosidase gene product. The mutant phenotypes
were scored as described in Sekowski et al. (1997) (37). Calculations described in the figure legend of
Table I have been made to convert the percentage mutant colonies to a number able to reflect the average
number of nucleotide errors in the replicated plasmid.

Determination of the types of nucleotide errors in the DNA replicated in vitro.
Two flanking primers of 27 bp each (fig.8) were used to carry out nucleotide sequencing of the lacZca
gene in the pBK-CMV plasmids extracted from clonal bacterial colonies expressing the mutant and
wildtype 03-galactosidase enzyme. Thus, the specific types of mutations that result from DNA replication
mediated by the malignant and non-malignant human breast DNA synthesomes were obtained.

DNA template for intact cell DNA replication : pCEP402al.
The episome pCEP4 (Amersham Co.) (Fig. 4) was used as a vector for the insertion of the complete lacZc
gene (encoding the P3-galactosidase enzyme) into the multiple cloning site (MCS). This template will not
only replicate inside a mammalian cell (utilizing the E-B virus origin), and confer selection in hygromycin,
but will also contains the lac Z a gene for translation in a bacterial host.

Intact cell DNA replication fidelity: transfection of episome. Breast culture cells (MCF 7 and
MCF I OA) were grown as described above, harvested during logarhymic growth using 10mM EDTA/saline
buffer and scraping, diluted in media, counted, and electroporated in the presence of the episome
pCEP403gal. Successful transfection of pCEP4J3gal into a cell allows selection by Hygromycin (Sigma Co.)
Thus, only those cells containing a functional episome survive in hygromycin containing media. Cells were
allowed to grow for approximately two weeks, after which the episome was extracted from the cells using
the procedure described by Hirt et al., 1967 (33). The DNA was purified, DpnI digested, and transfected
into the E.coli host, XLI-Blue MIRF'. The relative percentage of mutant colonies resulting from the
transfection was measured and the mutation frequency resulting from intact cell replication calculated as
mentioned above for the in vitro DNA replication fidelity assay.

Intact cell DNA replication fidelity: BrdU incorporation. To confirm that the episome underwent at
least one round of semi-conservative DNA replication, transfected breast cells were grown in hygromycin-
media containing the nucleotide analog Bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU). After the cells were allowed to grow
for approximately two weeks, the episomal (incorporated with BrdU) was extracted from the cells. The
extracted DNA was then subjected to cesium chloride density gradient analysis. Serial fractions of the
DNA were collected from the CsCl gradient and the absorbance measured. The correct proportion of
extracted DNA was comprised of heavy-light and heavy-heavy BrdU labeled DNA suggesting that at least
one round of semi-conservative DNA replication of the episome had been completed in the breast

SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) and Immunoblotting Analyses.
Thirty micrograms or 50 microliters (if protein concentration less than 0.5gg/gtl) of sucrose gradient
fractions were loaded per lane of the gels, and after resolution through an 8% SDS-PAGE the resolved
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A roteins were elctrophoretically transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Immunodetection was carried out
using a light-enhanced chemiluminescent (ECL) detection system according to manufacturers instructions
(Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL) The antibodies directed against hMSH2, hPMS2, and hMLH1,hMSH6 (GTBP) were used at a dilution of lug/mL (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). The
antibody directed against the bacterial protein MutY was a gift from Dr. A-L Lu and was used at a dilution
of 1:200. The anti-Ku was used at a dilution of 1:1000 (Oncogene Science). The appropriate species-
specific horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies were used in the immunoblots. Prestained
SDS-PAGE molecular size markers were obtained from New England Biolabs (Boston, MA).

Gel Shifts Demonstrate Specific Binding to Mispaired and IDL containing DNA templates.
Oligonucleotides of 40 base pairs containing a single G/T mispair, or an single insertion-deletion loop of 2
or 4 nucleotides were constructed by the Biopolymer Facility (UMAB). The annealed oligonucleotides
were 3'end labeled with Klenow fragment of DNA polymerase I for 30 min. at 25TC on the presence of [a-
3 2P]dCTP (50ý.tCi at 3,00OCi/mmol), 20 p.M dTTP, 20 p.M dATP, and 20 p.M dGTP. The resulting blunt-
ended 40 bp duplex DNA mixture was passed through a ImL P-60 column to remove unincorporated
nucleotides. One microgram of Q-sepharose purified DNA synthesome was incubated with 1.9 fmol of the
labeled template for 20 minutes at 37°C, after which 0.1% glutaraldehyde was added and the reaction
incubated for an additional 10 minutes at 25°C. Sucrose was added to 14% in the reactions after which the
reactions were resolved through a 5% non-denaturing polyacrylamide gel at 125V for 1 hr at 4'C. Loading
dye was run in separate parallel lane in the gel. After drying the gels were exposed to Kodak XAR film
(Kodak, Inc. Rochester, NY) at -80'C for 12-19 hr.

Co-localization of DNA synthesome-associated mismatch repair proteins with the mismatch-
containin2 DNA template.
Large scale (5 fold greater) DNA synthesome-mismatch binding reactions were prepared as described for

the gel-shift experiments above except that the target mismatch template was unlabeled and that no
competitor DNA was added to the reactions. After the reactions were resolved on a 5% non-denaturing
polyacrylamide as described above, the protein-DNA complexes were electrophoretically transferred to
nitrocellulose using a semi-dry XL transfer apparatus (BioRad), 20 V for 20 min at 25°C. The
nitrocellulose membranes were immunoblotted hsing the antibodies as described above for the SDS-PAGE
immunoblotting.

Co-immunoprecipitation Analyses
One hundred micrograms of the Q-Sepharose peak fraction was subjected to co-immunoprecipitations
according to a modified procedure of the protocol described in Coll et.al. 1997 (to be published elsewhere).
Briefly, the pre-cleared protein fractions were incubated overnight at 4'C with antibodies directed against
hMSH2 (Q-20, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, 2.5 .tg/reaction), PCNA (mAb-10, 2.5 ptg/reaction), or
polymerase a (SJK 132-20) 20.tg/reaction. Thirty microliters of protein A or G agarose beads, pre-coated
with BSA, were then added to the reactions containing the antigen-antibody complex, and the reactions
were continued for one hour at 4°C. The antigen-antibody-bead complexes were pelleted by low-speed
centrifugation at 3,500 rpm for 5 minutes at 4°C, and the supernatant and pellet fractions were resolved on
a 8% SDS-PAGE, electrophoretically transferred to nitrocellulose, and probed with antibodies directed
against PCNA, polymerase a, hMSH2, hMLH1, hPMS1, hPMS2, GTBP (hMSH6), MYH, and Ku as
described above.
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Results

I. Results of Task I: Preparation of the replication template DNA, months 1-12.
Since submitting the original proposal, in which we describe using the M13mp2 bacteriophage as

the DNA template for the replication assay, we have discovered that M13mp2 bacteriophage has an
intrinsic mutation rate of approximately 2-5 x 10-4 mutant colonies. In order to minimize the background
mutation frequency rate we will use the pBK-CMV plasmid (Stratagene), for which the detectable
mutation rate has been observed to be less than 1 x 1010 colonies (Sekowski and Hickey, unpublished
data). As shown in figure 3, the pBK-CMV contains the SV40 origin of replication, including large T-
antigen binding sites I and II, the full LacZct gene, and the kanamycin resistance gene. We have
successfully grown this plasmid in XL1-Blue MRF' E.coli, a strain selected for its ability to support optimal
growth and expression of this plasmid (Stratagene), and isolated and purified the supercoiled form I
plasmid DNA for use in the DNA replication assay.

II. Results of Task 2: Purification of the DNA synthesome, Months 1-24.
Our laboratory has isolated a multiprotein DNA replication complex (the DNA synthesome) from

human cervical carcinoma cells (HeLa) (27,35), from mouse mammary cells (FM3A) (28) and most
recently, from MDA MB 468 human breast cancer cells (36), from the genetically matched human breast
cell lines, Hs578Bst (non-malignant) and Hs578T (cancerous), and from the human breast epithelial cell
lines MCF7 (malignant) and MCF10A (non-malignant) (40). In the past year, we have also successfully
isolated the DNA synthesome from genetically matched malignant and non-malignant human breast tissue,
as well as from normal human breast reduction tissue (36,40).

The complex is isolated using a series of steps that includes ultracentrifugation, ion-exchange
chromatography, and sucrose gradient centrifugation as shown in the schematic figure 1. The
sedimentation coefficient of the multiprotein complex from the MDA MB 468 breast cancer cells is
approximately 18S as measured by sucrose gradient density analysis (36). The sedimentation coefficients
of DNA synthesome from Hs578Bst (non-malignant), Hs578T (malignant), MCF10A (non-malignant),
and MCF7 (malignant), as well as from the malignant, non-malignant, and normal human breast tissue are
currently under analysis in our laboratory. The integrity of the multiprotein complex is maintained after
treatment with DNase, RNase, 2M KCI, NP40/butanol, and Triton X-100, and after chromatography on
DE52-cellulose and Q-Sepharose, suggesting that the association of proteins with one another is
independent of nonspecific interaction with other cellular macromolecular components (28).

Most importantly, we have demonstrated that the DNA synthesome from the MDA MB-468 (36),
and from the Hs578BSt, Hs578T, MCF10A, and MCF7 cell lines, as well as from the malignant, non-
malignant, and normal human breast tissue (40), are fully competent to replicate DNA in vitro in a
variation of the assay described by Li and Kelly (1984) (30). The demonstrated replication ability of the
isolated multiprotein form of DNA polymerase suggests that all of the cellular activities required for large
T-antigen-dependent in vitro papovavirus (i.e., SV40 and polyoma virus) DNA synthesis are present within
the isolated DNA replication apparatus. Our lab has previously found that the mammalian DNA
synthesome includes DNA polymerase a, DNA primase, DNA polymerase 6, proliferating cell nuclear
antigen (PCNA), RP-A (a.k.a. RF-A, and HSSB), topoisomerases I and II, helicases I and IV, RF-C or
Activator 1 (A-i), and poly(ADP)-ribose polymerase (PARP) (27,28,35,36,39). The presence of these
enzymes in the DNA synthesome has been verified by both Western blotting and, when possible, enzyme
activity assays (e.g., RP-A, RF-C, PCNA do not have intrinsic enzymatic activity). The most current
model of the DNA synthesome is shown in figure 2 in the appendix.
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Il. Results of Task 3: Isolation and analysis of the DNA synthesome-mediated DNA replication
products, months 1-48.

DNA synthesome from Hs578Bst, Hs578T, MCF10A, MCF7, and human breast tissue cells have
been utilized to mediate in vitro DNA replication assays. The purified DNA product from these assays was
been subjected to Dpn I digestion and separated on a 1% neutral agarose gel. The products (visualized by
autoradiography) demonstrate that the replication reactions mediated by the DNA synthesome from all cell
types are capable of producing a full length DNA replication product (Sekowski, unpublished data). The
level of DNA replication in each reaction has also been examined by measuring the incorporation of
[32p]- dCTP into the newly replicated DNA collected on DE81 filters and counted by liquid scintillation
counting.

Measurement of the DNA polymerase ct and the in vitro DNA replication activities.
As shown in the table (Figure 5), the polymerase ct activity (pmoles incorporated nucleotides/hr/mg

protein) of the DNA synthesome from the malignant cultured breast cells sources is enhanced 7 fold
(MCF7 over MCF1OA) and 18 fold (Hs578T over Hs578Bst). The increase of the polymerase cc activity
of the DNA synthesome from the malignant breast tissue appears to be quite variable ranging form 1.3
(tumor A), 1.4 (tumor D), and 1.7 (tumor C) fold up to 3.5 (tumor B) and 6.5 (tumor E) fold.

Interestingly, the DNA replication activity (pmol/hr/ltg) (Fig.5) of the DNA synthesome from
malignant breast cell culture is after a 3 hour incubation period is approximately 3.6-5.6 times higher in the
reactions mediated than in those mediated by the synthesome from the non-malignant breast culture cells.
However, the level of DNA replication of the DNA synthesome from any of the malignant breast tumor
tissue samples to date does not differ by more than 0.3 fold above the activity of the DNA synthesome
from the genetically matched non-malignant tissue samples.

IV. Results of Task 4: Transfection and expression of the replicated DNA product in E. coli, months
12-48.

The XL1-Blue MRF' strain of E.coli was successfully transfected with each of the following : the
wild type pBK-CMV, the fully replicated/Dpn I digested pBK-CMV, and an equimolar concentration of
pUC19 DNA (negative control) as described in the methods. The entire electroporation mixture
containing the transfected E.coli and SOC medium was plated (100 ul per plate) onto LB agar plates
containing optimal concentrations of kanamycin, X-gal, and IPTG. The transfected E.coli containing the
wild type pBK-CMV expressed a dark blue phenotype (100%). The E.coli transfected with the negative
control DNA (pUC19) consistently created mutant (white) colonies (100%). As shown in the table in
figure 7, E.coli transfected with pBK-CMV replicated by the DNA synthesome from the Hs578T
(malignant) cell line demonstrated a frequency of 86.5 x 10.6 mutations per nucleotide of the replicated
plasmid. Similarly, E.coli transfected with DNA produced in replication reactions mediated by the MCF7
DNA synthesome resulted in a frequency of 51.5 x 10-6 mutations created per nucleotide of the replicated
plasmid. Plasmids replicated by the DNA synthesome of the non-malignant Hs578Bst and the MCF1OA
cells were only found to have mutation frequencies of 15 x 10-6 and 11.8 x 10-6, respectively.

To date, three separate experiments have been completed, under our empirically determined
optimal conditions, all of which suggest that the frequency of replication errors in the malignant Hs578T
and the MCF7 DNA synthesome -mediated replication reaction appear to be approximately 5.7 times
(Hs578T) and 4.4 times higher (MCF7) that of the plasmid replicated by the DNA synthesome from the
non-malignant Hs578Bst and MCF1OA cells (see figure 6 (table) in the appendix).

Within the past year, I have begun to examine the replication fidelity of the DNA synthesome
extracted from malignant and non-malignant human breast tissue, as well as from normal breast reduction
tissue. Thus far, two separate genetically matched sets of tissue have been processed and tested for
replication fidelity. The DNA synthesomes from genetically matched breast tumors A and B, were found
to replicate DNA with a mutation frequency of 25.2 x 10-6 and 11.8 x 10-6 mutant nucleotides per
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replicated plasmid, respectively. This represents a 3.6 and 3.8 fold decrease in fidelity below that
demonstrated by the genetically matched tissues A and B (A and B mutation frequencies of 6.97 x 10-6 and
9.62 x 10-6, respectively.

Lastly, recent results from two experiments examining the DNA synthesome from surgically
resected normal human breast reduction tissue, demonstrated the fidelity with which the replication is
carried out is relatively high. The mutation frequency per nucleotide is 6.43 x 10-6 ; therefore it is not
significant different than the fidelity of the non-malignant breast tissue from cancer patients.

Studies examining the DNA replication fidelity of the DNA synthesome from other genetically
matched breast tumor and tissue samples, from other normal breast reduction tissue, and from several types
of benign tumors are ongoing.

Mutant and wildtype colonies were collected and grown separately in LB broth containing
tetracycline and kanamycin over night. The clonal populations of mutant and normal E.coli were then
collected by centrifugation, resuspended in fresh LB broth, made 10% in glycerol, and frozen at -800 C for
later extraction and nucleotide sequencing of the lacZct gene in the plasmid.

V. Results of Task V: DNA sequencing and analysis of the mutant DNA replication products,
Months 12-48.

I have built an extensive library of clonal mutants isolated from the blue/white mutant selection
assay. In order to determine whether the mutations observed in the bacterial colonies isolated from the
mutant selection assay occur randomly or are located to specific segments of the plasmid DNA template
we have completed sequencing P3-galactosidase gene (Lac Zcc) extracted from clonal mutant (white) and
normal (blue) colonies. To this date, we have been able to successfully sequence four mutant and four
normal plasmid extracted from bacteria transfected with the pBK-CMV replicated by the breast cancer
DNA synthesome (MCF7). We have utilized the automated sequencing (UMAB sequencing facility) to
sequence the P3-galactosidase gene (Lac Zcc). Using flanking primers (27 bp each) shown in figure 89 of the
appendix, we were able to identify the types of errors which occur as a result of the DNA synthesome-
mediated DNA replication (figure 9). To date, three types of mutations have been observed: 1) insertions
of a single nucleotide, 2) deletions of a single nucleotide, and 3) nucleotide misincorporations (i.e. G/T
mispairs).

VI. Results of additional experiments: Months 36-48.

Intact cell DNA replication fidelity studies.
Studies are ongoing. We are unable to report data at this time.

Identification of DNA repair proteins that co-fractionate with the DNA synthesome.
by SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) and Immunoblotting Analyses

As shown in figure l Ithe DNA repair proteins hMSH2, hMLH1, hPMS2, GTBP (hMSH6), MYH,
and Ku were detected exclusively in the sucrose gradient fractions numbers 4 through 7. More
importantly, these are the same fractions in which nearly all of the DNA replication activity and activities
from DNA polymerases at and 5 have been detected (figures lOa-c). Thus, these data provide compelling
evidence toward the hypothesis that the DNA synthesome is tightly associated with at least some of the
proteins responsible for carrying out DNA mismatch repair. Furthermore, the direct association of the
DNA repair proteins with the DNA synthesome may make a significant contribution toward the overall
fidelity of the DNA replication machinery.
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Specific Binding to Mispaired and IDL containing DNA templates
As shown in figures 12a-12d, reactions which allowed the human breast cell DNA synthesome to

bind a radiolabelled DNA template containing either a G/T mispair, or an insertion-deletion loop of 2 or 4
nucleotides demonstrated that the human breast DNA synthesome has a high specific binding activity as
they were not able to be competed away by high concentrations (up to 900 fold) of unlabeled
homopolymer DNA (fig. 12d). (containing no errors). Competition created in the same manner
demonstrated that synthesome binding to the mismatched templates can be competed away almost
completely by an unlabeled mismatch containing DNA template (figs. 12a-c). Studies comparing the
relative binding affinities of the DNA synthesome for the G/T, IDL2 and IDL4 are ongoing.

Co-localization of DNA synthesome-associated mismatch repair proteins with the mismatch-
containing DNA template.

Studies are ongoing. We are unable to report data at this time.

Co-immunoprecipitation Analyses
Studies are ongoing. We are unable to report data at this time.

Discussion

Our original proposal described experiments in which an M13 vector containing the SV40 viral
origin of DNA replication and the 03-galactosidase gene were covalently linked. This M13 vector was used
in an in vitro DNA replication assay in which DNA synthesis was mediated by a multiprotein DNA
replication complex (the DNA synthesome) isolated from both malignant and non-malignant human breast
cells. Our goals were to determine whether the DNA synthetic machinery (the DNA synthesome) of
breast cancer cells was more error-prone than the DNA synthetic machinery of normal breast cells, and
whether our results supported the hypothesis that the higher incidence of mutations observed in breast
cancer cells, was due to a reduction in the fidelity of the breast cancer cell DNA synthesome relative to the
fidelity of the normal breast cell DNA synthesome .

In setting up the mutation selection assay, we discovered that M13 had an inherent mutation
frequency of 2-5 x 10-4. mutant colonies relative to total transfectants. We believed that this high
spontaneous rate of mutation, when the M13 was simply transfected into bacterial cells, would potentially
mask the true mutation rate arising from errors created by the breast cancer cell DNA synthesome. If this
were correct it would make it impossible to accurately assess whether the breast cancer cell DNA
synthesome was error-prone. To overcome this potential difficulty we developed a strategy to covalently
link the SV40 viral origin of replication and the 03-galactosidase gene into a regular plasmid. During our
initial planning of the details to construct this plasmid vector, we discovered that Stratagene had already
constructed such a vector (pBK-CMV), and that it could be purchased from the company. We rapidly
discovered that the Stratagene plasmid could be replicated in vitro by the DNA synthesome, and that the
level of DNA replication could be optimized to that observed in the in vitro DNA replication assay
employing another routinely used DNA template, pSVO+. The spontaneous mutation frequency of the
unreplicated plasmid transfected into the XL1-Blue MRF' strain of E.coli was found to be less than lx 10-
10

While this aspect of the project was being developed, our laboratory group isolated the multiprotein
DNA replication complex (the DNA synthesome) from two genetically matched human breast cell lines,
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Hs578BSt (non-malignant) and Hs578T (malignant), and two other human breast cell lines, the MCF 1OA
"(non-malignant) and MCF7 (malignant), using the method previously described by our lab for other
mammalian cell lines (27,28,35,36). The DNA synthesome from each of these human breast cell lines is
fully competent to complete full length, semiconservative, large T-antigen dependent in vitro DNA
replication. This fact, as well as results described previously by our lab (27,28,35,36) suggest that all of the
cellular protein activities necessary for in vitro SV40 DNA synthesis are present within the DNA
synthesome isolated from the Hs578Bst, Hs578T, MCF1OA, and MCF7 human breast cell lines.
Additionally, the requirements for SV40 DNA replication in vitro by the isolated human breast cell DNA
synthesome are comparable to the requirements that have been observed with crude cell extracts from
permissive cells (30); namely, the initiation of SV40 DNA synthesis is dependent on the presence of both
large T-antigen and a functional SV40 replication origin sequence.

An initial assessment of the level and fidelity of DNA replication carried out by the DNA
synthesome of each of the human breast cell culture lines suggests a relationship between the relative rate
with which the DNA template is replicated by the DNA synthesome and the relative frequency of
mutational sequence errors that are created in the replicated DNA. Thus far, we have found that the level
of DNA replication is between 3.6 -5.6 fold higher (fig.5) in the replication reactions mediated by the DNA
synthesome from the cultured breast cancer cells than those mediated by the DNA synthesome from
cultured non-malignant breast cells. The apparent increased rate of replication carried out by the breast
cancer cell DNA synthesome correlates with an 4.4-5.7 fold increase (fig. 7)in the frequency of mutations
in the plasmid DNA replicated by the DNA synthesome from the malignant cultured breast cells than when
it is replicated by the synthesome from the non-malignant cultured breast cells.

I have also begun to examine the fidelity of the DNA synthesome extracted from genetically
matched malignant and non-malignant human breast tissue, as well as from normal human breast reduction
tissue. Excitingly, the initial DNA replication fidelity data we have collected form these samples supports
the fidelity data gathered from the DNA synthesome from malignant and non-malignant cell lines.
However, the direct correlation between the specific replication activity and mutation frequency that was
observed for the DNA synthesome from the breast cell lines has not been observed for the DNA
synthesome from the breast tissue samples. Although the mutation rate of the DNA synthesome from the
malignant breast tumors was observed to be significantly elevated (3.5-3.6 fold above the non-malignant
mutation level)(fig. 7), the level of specific replication activity (pmol/hr/ltg) (fig.5) was not significantly
higher than that observed for the synthesome from non-malignant breast tissue. Thus, the level with which
the DNA synthesome replicates DNA does' not necessarily dictate the level of fidelity with which it will
carry out this task. Studies are ongoing on other tumor/tissue samples in order to confirm these initial
conclusions.

After recently identifying that the primary type of replication errors made by the malignant DNA
synthesome were nucleotide insertions, deletions, and mismatches I have designed and initiated a series of
experiments to explore the possible involvement of several of the DNA repair proteins in the DNA
synthesome-mediated replication process. Since the human homologues to the bacterial MutHLS mismatch
repair system are known to repair these types of replication errors, it seems evolutionarily advantageous
that they would be closely linked to the DNA replication machinery, in order to quickly and efficiently
repair these types of errors. In fact, compelling evidence exists to suggest that such an interaction exists
between the DNA repair and the DNA replication systems (40). Additionally, there has been a significant
amount of recent literature reporting that alterations in proteins hMSH2, hMLH1, hPMS2, and GTBP may
play a role in the initiation and /or progression of several types of cancer. For these reasons, we have
chosen to look for an association of these repair proteins with the human breast cell DNA synthesome. We
have also begun to explore the interaction of the DNA synthesome with MYH (homolog to the bacterial
MutY protein), an adenine glycosylase which removes A/G and A/GO errors (49-51). Most recently, we
have also begun examining the association of the protein kinase Ku with the DNA synthesome, as it has
also been suggested to participate in DNA replication and repair (52, 53).
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To begin to define the involvement of these proteins with the human breast cell DNA synthesome, I
performed Western immunoblot analyses on SDS-PAGE resolved DNA synthesome proteins from the
MCF7 cell line. The DNA synthesome fractions used had been purified through the sucrose gradient step
(the most enriched for DNA synthesome proteins of our fractionation) (see fig. 1). Excitingly, all of the
major mismatch and two other repair proteins (46,47) for which we have probed were detected exclusively
in the fractions which support peak DNA polymerase ax, polymerase 6, and most importantly, complete in
vitro DNA replication (Fig 10) (27, 28, 35). Thus, we our initial structural data suggests that these DNA
repair proteins may be tightly associated with the human breast cell DNA synthesome.

Gel shift studies have also been initiated in order to define the ability of the intact breast cell DNA
synthesome to bind specifically to common types of DNA errors such as insertion-deletion loops of 2 to 4
nucleotides and mispairs (i.e. a G/T mispair). Our data suggests that the DNA synthesome binds with
relatively high affinity to all of these types of mismatches, as competition with at least 900 fold
homopolymer DNA (matched non-mismatch containing DNA) does not significantly disrupt the binding of
the synthesome to any of the mismatch containing DNA templates. Competition studies are ongoing to
determine to relative binding affinity of the human breast DNA synthesome to these and other types of
common DNA errors.

During this upcoming funding year we plan to continue to expand our DNA replication fidelity
studies to examine DNA synthesome from many different types of breast cancer and breast disease, as well
as examine changes in the DNA synthesome fidelity in relation to stage of breast cancer.

Although, to date, we cannot yet describe the actual differences in the breast cancer cell DNA
synthesome and the normal breast cell DNA synthesome, responsible for the altered replication rate and
replication fidelity of the breast cancer cell DNA synthesome, it is likely that alteration in specific
components of the DNA synthesome are responsible for these differences. We are planning a detailed
investigation into specific molecular alterations of the DNA synthesome from malignant breast cells,
including the exploration of the structural and functional relationship of the DNA repair components of the
DNA synthesome from malignant and non-malignant human breast cells.

To date, our results support the hypothesis that the cellular transformation process is, at least
partially, a consequence of an increased rate in the accumulation of certain types of mutations and that
these mutations arise, in part, due to a decrease in the fidelity of the DNA replication machinery (i.e. DNA
synthesome) of the cancer cell.
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Fig. 1
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Figure 5

DNA synthesis and replication activities of the malignant and non-malignant human breast DNA
synthesome.

MALIGNANT
human breast cells

MCF 7 5394 (7 fold) 9,110 1.730 5.6
Hs578T 7528 (18 fold) 5,724 1.257 3.6
MDA-MB468 N/A/ N/A N/A

a tumor A 912 (1.3 fold) 1,480 333 1.0

tumor B 352 (3.5 fold) 1,100 0 1.3
tumor C 700 (1.7 fold) 2,500 165 2.0

atumor D 417 (1.4 fold) 1,250 0 1.0
a tumor E 650 (6.5 fold) N/A N/A N/A

tumor F N/A N/A N/A N/A
Stumor G N/A N/A N/A N/A

NON-MALIGNANT
human breast cells

MCF1OA 745 1,378 57
Hs578Bst 400 1,272 42
tissue A 700 1,500 0

a tissue B 99 870 0
atissue C 420 1145 0 -
atissue D 300 1150 0
atissue E 100 N/A N/A
a tissue F N/A N/A N/A
atissue G N/A N/A N/A

NON-MALIGNANT
human breast tissue
benign phylodes tumor 27 N/A N/A
benign ductal 270 N/A N/A
hyperplasia
NORMAL breast cells
Snormal A 43 1210 0

a Surgically resected female human breast tissue. Genetically matched samples are denoted by corresponding alphanumeric

designations (tumor A. tissue A, etc.) Factors such as stage of malignancy, genetics, race, age, were double blind under after
data collection.

b Surgically resected breast reduction tissue from healthy females.

'DNA polymerase activity with activated calf thymus DNA templates was assayed according to published procedures. One

unit of DNA polymerase activity is equivalent to 1 picomoles [3IH]TMP incorporated in DNA per hour per microgram protein
at 35TC. The values represent the average of two independent experiments.

dIn vitro DNA replication activity assays were perfomed as described previously. Units represent amount of nascent DNA

produced expressed as picomoles nascent DNA per hour per microgram synthesome protein. The values represent the average
of two independent experiments. TAg= SV40 large T-antigen.

'Values represent T-antigen independent DNA synthesis (pmol DNA per hour per microgram)

f fold TAg dependent specific replication activity (+TAg values minus -TAg values) of DNA synthesome from malignant
breast cells divided by those values from obtained from DNA synthesome from non-malignant breast cells.
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Fig. 6
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Figure 7

DNA replication fidelity estimates of the malignant and non-malignant human breast DNA
synthesome

MALIGNANT
human breast cells__________

MCF 7 6.0 x 104  576 51.5 4.4
Hs578T 6.0 x 104 960 86.5 5.7
MDA-MB468 6.0 x 104 762 68.1 NG

a tumor A 3.0x 104. 141 25.2 3.6
" tumor B 3.0 x 104 209 37.2 3.8
a tumor C N/A N/A N/A N/A

Stumor D N/A N/A N/A N/A

NON-MALIGNANT
human breast cells

MCF1OA 4.0 x 10
4  66 11.8

Hs578Bst 4.0 x 104 113 15.0
a tissue A 1.0 x 104 13 6.97
atissue B 1.0 X 104  18 9.62
" tissue C N/A N/A N/A
a tissue D N/A N/A N/A

NON-MALIGNANT
human breast tissue
benign fibroadenoma N/A N/A N/A -
benign phylodes tumor N/A N/A N/A -
benign ductal N/A N/A N/A -
hyperplasia
NORMAL b breast cells _

normal A 1.0 x 10 4  12 6.43

" Surgically resected female human breast tissue. Genetically matched samples are denoted by corresponding alphanumeric

designations (tumor A, tissue A, etc.) Factors such as stage of malignancy, genetics, race, age, were double blind under after
data collection.

b Surgically resected breast reduction tissue from healthy females.

' Values represent the relative number of errors created per nucleotide of the replicated plasmid. This derivation was based on

the following formula described by Roberts and Kunkel (1988): The number of mutant colonies/total number of transformed
colonies minus the background mutation rate (none detected in 5 x 10-8 colonies) divided by the chance of a nucleotide defect
within in the lacZ u. gene if the colony expresses a white phenotype (0.5) divided by the number of sites in the target gene
(373 bp). The lacZ ot gene comprises 8.25% of the total pBK-CMV plasmid (4518bp). Each value represents the average of
2-3 individual experiments.

d Values represent the fold increase in mutation frequency of the malignant synthesome as compared to its genetically
matched non-malignant counterpart. NG = no genetically matched counter part available. N/A= data not available at this
time.
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Fig. 8

Secjuencini! primers (27 by each) for the IacZoc gene

Primer 1

5' CA CTTAAAA TTGGA TCTCCATTLCCC(OPTRND)-
3' GTGAATTTT AAC CTAGAGG TAAGCGG TAAGTCCGACGCGTTGACAA

TOP STRAND ---- >------------------------------------------------------------------>
3 'GCGAAGGGCGTCGOTGCGGGCCTCTTCGCTATTACGCCAGCTGCCGAAAGG

3 'GGATGTGCTGCAAGGCGATTAAGTTGG GTAACGCCAG GGTTTTCCCA

3 'GTCACGACGTTGTAAAACGACGGCCAGTGAATTGTAATACGACTCACTAT

3 'AGGGCGAATTGGGTACACTTACCTGGTACCCCACCCGGGTGGAAAATCGA

3 'TGGGCCCGCGGCCGCTCTAGAAGTACTCTCGAGAAGCTTTTTGAATTCTT

3 'TGGATCCACTAGTGTCGACCTGCAGGCGCGCGAGCTCCAGCTTTTGTTCC

5'--- GAAA TCACTCCCAA TTAAAGCT CGAA C CGCA TTAG TTCCA 3'
3' CTTTAGTGAGG < --------------------- GGCGTAATCAAGGT

5' ATA GATACTGG
TAT CGATGACC 5' (BOTTOM STRAND)

Primer 2
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Fig. 9

Mutations in the lac Z cx gene of pBK-CMV Replicated by the MCF7 DNA Synthesome

5' CA CTTAAAA TTGGA TCTCCA TTCGCC (TOP STRAND)-
3' GTGAATTTTAACCTAGAGGTAAGCGGTAAGTCCGACGCGTTGACAA

TOP STRAND ---- > ----------------------- C ------------- T--------- >
3'GGGAAGGGCGTCGGTGCGGGCCTCTTCGCTATTACGCCAGCTGGCGAAAGG

insertion of additional C
S--------------------------- ACCCCATT -------------------
GGGATGTGCTGCAAGGCGATTAAGTTGGGTAA CGCCAG GGTTTTCCCA

G/Tmispair
----------------------------------------- G ------------------------------------------ >
3'GTCACGACGTTGTAATAACGACGGCCAGTGAATTGTAATACGACTCACTAT

insertion of additional T
G/T mispair

-G --------------------------------------------------- >
3'AGGGCGAATTGGGTACACTTACCTGGTACCCCACCCGGGTGGAAAATCGA

insertion of C
-.......................................------------------------------------ AAACAA ---------------------------- >
3'TGGQCCCGCGGCCGCTCTAGAAGTACTCTCGAGAAGCTTTTTGAATTCTT

deletion of TA
-----.. "TA"------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- >

3'TGGATCCACTAGTGTCGACCTGCAGGCGCGCGAGCTCCAGCTTTTGTTCC

5'--- GAAA TCACTCCCAA TTAAA GCTC GAACC GCA T TA GTT CC A
3' CTTTAGTGAGG < ---------- CGAGCTTGGCGTAATCAAGGT

5' A TA GA TA CT GG
3' TAT CGATGACC 5' BOTTOM STRAND
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Fig. 10

Fig. 10- DNA polymerase a and 8 and DNA replication activities are found between
sucrose gradient fractions 4 and 7.
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r Fig. 12
Figure 12 a. Binding of the DNA synthesome to DNA containing a G/T mismatch

t. 0 1 30 100 300 600 900 fold G/T competitor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

boundG/T template 3 f.g:

free GJT template 4 .f l

Figure 12 b. Binding of the DNA synthesome to DNA containing an IDL2

t 0 1 30 100 300 600 9oo fold IDL2 competitor
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

bound IDL2 template I Wu w , - ".

free IDL2 template tf . If fl

Figure 12 c. Binding of the DNA synthesome to DNA containing an IDL4

t 0 1 30 100 300 600 900 fold IDL4 competitor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

bound IDL4 template *k-'

free IDL4 template

Figure 12d. Homopolymer DNA (without a mismatch or IDL) is not able to compete
for binding when the DNA synthesome is bound to

DNA containing a G/T mismatch, an IDL2, or an IDL4.

t 0 1 30 100 300 600 900 fold hompolymer competitor
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

bound mismatched DNA:
G/T. IDL2. or IDL4

free mismatched DNA:*
GIL 1IDL2. or IDL4
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Abstract. In this report, we describe for the first time the isolation and purification of a multiprotein complex
for DNA replication from MDA MB-468 human breast cancer cells. This complex, which we designate the
DNA synthesome, fully supports the in vitro replication of simian virus 40 (SV40) origin-containing DNA in
the presence of the viral large T-antigen. Since the SV40 virus utilizes the host's cellular proteins for its own
DNA replication, our results indicate that the DNA synthesome may play a role not only in viral DNA syn-
thesis but in human breast cell DNA replication as well. Our studies demonstrate that the following DNA
replication proteins constitute the DNA synthesome: DNA polymerase cc, DNA primase, DNA polymerase 8,
proliferating cell nuclear antigen, replication protein A, replication factor C, DNA topoisomerases I, II, and
DNA polymerase e. In addition, we successfully isolated the DNA synthesome from human breast tumor tis-
sue as well as from xenografts from nude mice injected with the human breast cancer cell line MCF-7. The
DNA synthesome purified from the breast cancer tissues fully supports SV40 DNA replication in vitro.
Furthermore, our results obtained from a novel forward mutagenesis assay suggest that the DNA synthesome
isolated from a nonmalignant breast cell line mediates SV40 DNA replication by an error-resistant mecha-
nism. In contrast, the DNA synthesome derived from malignant breast cells and tissue exhibited a lower
fidelity for DNA synthesis in vitro. Overall, our data support the role of the DNA synthesome as mediating
breast cell DNA replication in vitro and in vivo. Copyright © 1996 Elsevier Science Inc.

Key words: breast cancer; DNA replication; multiprotein complex; fidelity; DNA polymerase.

Breast cancer is one of the most commonly diag- DNA damage [3], as compared with nonmalignant
nosed female cancers and the second leading cause of breast cells. The increased mutation frequency that
cancer death among women [1]. Recently, numerous accompanies the cellular transformation process is pos-
reports have underscored the important role of cell pro- tulated to arise from molecular alterations of specific
liferation rate as a prognostic factor for breast carcino- DNA replication and/or repair proteins [4]. Despite the
ma. Studies using flow cytometry to measure the DNA knowledge that a high proliferation activity and
content of breast tumor cells show a strong association increased mutation frequency correlate with breast can-
between a high S-phase fraction and poor prognosis for cer progression, there is a paucity of information
relapse-free survival in patients with lymph node-nega- regarding the regulation and precise molecular mecha-
tive breast cancer [2]. In addition to a high rate of DNA nisms of human breast cell DNA replication.
synthesis, mammary cancer cells exhibit extensive To date, several mammalian enzymes and proteins

have been shown to be required for DNA replication in
vitro [5-10]. In particular, the proteins necessary to sup-

hTo whom correspondence should be addressed: Department of port SV401 based cell-free DNA synthesis include DNA
Pharmacology and Experimental Therapeutics, University of polymerase a, DNA primase, DNA polymerase 8, PCNA,
Maryland School of Medicine, 655 West Baltimore St., RP-A, RF-C, and DNA topoisomerases I and II [11]. As
Baltimore, MD 21201. Tel. (410) 706-2313, -1798; FAX (410) mammalian cell DNA replication represents an intricate
706-0032.
iPresent address: Breast Evaluation and Treatment Center, yet highly coordinated and efficient process, it follows
Greater Baltimore Medical Center, Suite 5140, Baltimore, that the proteins mediating DNA synthesis may be orga-
MD 21240, USA. nized into a multiprotein complex. In support of this
JAbbreviations used: SV40, simian virus 40; PCNA, proliferat- hypothesis, several reports have described the isolation of
ing cell nuclear antigen; RP-A, replication protein A; RF-C,
replication factor C; PMSF, phenylmethyl sulfonyl fluoride;
AAN, aminoacetonitrile hemisulfate; TDEG, 50 mM Tris HC1, proteins from extracts of eukaryotic cells [9, 11, 12].
pH 7.5, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM Na 3EDTA, 10% glycerol; NE, Our laboratory was the first to isolate and character-
nuclear extract; IPTG, isopropyl 3-D-thiogalactopyranoside. ize a multiprotein DNA replication complex from
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human (HeLa) cells and murine (FM3A) mammary car- er in DMEM supplemented with 30 ng/ml epidermal
cinoma cells that fully supports origin-specific and growth factor and 10% FBS. Subconfluent cells were
large T-antigen-dependent papovavirus DNA replica- harvested and washed three times with PBS. The cells
tion in vitro [13-15]. The DNA products synthesized by were then pelleted by low-speed centrifugation (1000
the human cell multiprotein complex consist of rpm, 5 min, 4°C) and the pellets stored at -80'C until
monomeric circular form I and II DNAs as well as fractionation. MCF-7 cells were cultured in Eagle's
topological and replicative intermediates [13]. minimum essential medium containing 5% FBS and
Furthermore, the majority (80-90%) of these products 600 Rg/ml neomycin sulfate, as described in Yue et al.
are resistant to DpnI digestion, which is consistent with [17]. Subconfluent MCF-7 cells were scraped into
the criteria for semiconservative replication of full- Hanks' solution and centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 2 min
length DNA [13, 15]. The multiprotein complex was at 4°C. The cells were then prepared for inoculation
observed to retain its ability to replicate papovavirus into intact nude mice according to published procedures
DNA after additional purification by anion-exchange [17].
chromatography and sucrose or glycerol gradient sedi- Human breast tumor tissue. A biopsy from an infiltrat-
mentation [13-15]. In addition, the integrity of the mul- ing ductal type carcinoma of the female mammary gland
tiprotein complex was maintained after treatment with was immediately frozen at -80'C after resection. To
salt, detergents, RNase, DNase and electrophoresis examine the tumor tissue for the presence of a functional
through native polyacrylamide gels [15, 16]. These DNA synthesome, the breast tumor tissue was thawed
results suggest that the association of the proteins with and subjected to the purification protocol described in a
one another is independent of nonspecific interactions later section of these Materials and Methods.
with other cellular macromolecules. Isolation and Purification of the DNA Synthesome

We report here, for the first time, that breast cancer from Breast Cancer Cells
cells also utilize a multiprotein complex to carry out Cell fractionation. MDA MB-468 (20 g) and
cellular DNA synthesis, and we now designate this Hs587Bst (2 g) cells were homogenized, and the breast
complex the DNA synthesome. We describe the isola- cell DNA synthesome was purified according to our
tion and purification of the DNA synthesome from previously published procedures [13-15] and as out-
MDA MB-468 human breast cancer cells and most lined in Figure 1. Briefly, the respective cell pellet was
importantly from human breast tumor cell xenografts, resuspended in 2 volumes of buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl
as well as from biopsied human breast tumor tissue. (pH 7.5), 0.25 M sucrose, 5 mM MgC12 , 0.1 mM
Furthermore, we discuss the results of a novel forward PMSF, 0.1 mM AAN (pH 7.5), and 1 mM DTT) and
mutagenesis assay, which establish that the DNA syn- homogenized using a loose-fitting Dounce homogeniz-
thesome isolated from breast cancer cells and breast er. The homogenate was then fractionated into a nuclear
tumor tissue has a lower fidelity for DNA replication pellet and cytosolic extract. The nuclei were extracted
than the DNA synthesome isolated from a normal with a low salt buffer (0.15 M KCI), while the cytosolic
breast cell line. Ultimately, we anticipate that the com- fraction was used to prepare a postmicrosomal super-
plete characterization of this DNA synthesome will lead natant (S-3). The nuclear extract and the postmicroso-
to important new insights into understanding the molec- mal supernatant were combined and adjusted to 2 M
ular mechanisms of breast cancer cell DNA replication. KCI and 5% (w/v) polyethylene glycol. The mixture

was rocked for 1 h at 4°C, then centrifuged at 16,000
MATERIALS AND METHODS rpm for 15 min (4°C). The resulting supernatant was

Materials. [cx- 32p]dCTP (3000 Ci/mmol; 370 then dialyzed against buffer A [13] containing 0.25 M
MBq/ml; 10 mCi/ml) and [3H]thymidine (90 Ci/mmol; sucrose. The dialyzed fraction was clarified by centrifu-
37 MBq; 2.5 mCi/ml) were obtained from DuPont New gation at 13,000 rpm for 15 min, and the supernatant
England Nuclear (Boston, MA). Camptothecin was pur- solution was layered onto a 1-ml 2 M sucrose cushion
chased from TopoGen, Inc. (Columbus, OH). The drug containing buffer A. After centrifugation at 40,000 rpm
was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide and stored in for 16 h (4°C), the supernatant S-4 and sucrose inter-
aliquots at -20'C. Purified topoisomerase I enzyme (4 face P-4 fractions were collected and dialyzed against
ng/ml) and a topoisomerase II assay kit were purchased buffer B [13]. The fractions were then immediately test-
from TopoGen, Inc. ed for DNA polymerase ca and in vitro SV40 DNA

Cell culture. Suspension cultures of MDA MB-468 replication activities.
human breast cells were adapted from monolayer cul- Column chromatography. Five milliliters of the dia-
tures. The cells were grown in Joklik's modified Eagle's lyzed MDA MB-468 P-4 fraction was loaded onto a I-
medium supplemented with 5% each of irradiated new- ml Q-Sepharose (Pharmacia, Piscataway, NJ) column (1
born calf serum and FBS. Exponentially growing cells cm 3 bed volume/25 mg protein) preequilibrated with
(5 x 105 cells/ml medium) were harvested and washed buffer B. The protein not binding to the matrix was col-
three times with PBS: 20 mM Na 2HPO4, 0.15 mM lected and designated the column flow-through. After
NaCI, 2.7 mM KCI, 1.5 mM KH2PO4. The cells were washing the matrix with 8 column volumes of buffer B,
then pelleted by low-speed centrifugation (1000 rpm, 5 the column was eluted with 10 volumes of a linear
min, 4°C), and the cell pellets stored at -80'C until 50-500 mM gradient of KCI. Fractions of 0.4 ml were
fractionation. Hs587Bst cells were cultured in monolay- collected and assayed for protein and enzymatic activity.
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Fractionation Scheme for the Breast Cancer Cell DNA Synthesome

Breast Cell Homogenate

low speed centrifugaton

Nuclear Pellet Cytosolic supernatant I
Exftraction )f nuclei 

i

with 0.15 MKC1 S-2

NE S-3

I I

J _NE/S-3

Adjust to 2M KCI and add PEG to 5%
Collect PEG supernatant = PEG N_/S-3

Layer PEG NE/S-3 onto 1 ml 2M sucrose cushion

PEG NE/S-3

40,000 rpm >
16 40C-o P-4

2M sucrose
cushioni=0

Collect P-4 fraction

Q-Sepharoee chromatography

50-500 mM KCI

Q-Sepharose
Q-Sepharose peak flow-through

10-30% sucrose gradient
cenaefisation

40,000 rpm, 16 h, 4*C

Sucrose gradient peak

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the isolation scheme used to purify the DNA synthesome from MDA MB-468 human breast
cancer cells. A detailed description of the isolation scheme is presented in the Materials and Methods.

Fractions containing the peak of DNA polymerase ct and alcohol dehydrogenase [7S]) was performed on parallel
in vitro SV40 DNA replication activities were pooled, gradients to verify that the gradient was isokinetic.
dialyzed against TDEG buffer [13], and stored at -80 0C. Micro-isolation and Purification of the DNA

Velocity sedimentation analysis of the DNA synthe- Synthesome from Breast Tumor Tissue
some isolated from MDA MB-468 breast cancer cells. Cell fractionation. The DNA synthesome was purn-
Six hundred microliters (600 jig of protein) of the DNA fled from breast tumor tissue according to a modified
synthesome present in the Q-Sepharose peak fraction version of the isolation scheme depicted in Figure 1 and
was layered over a 10-ml 10-30% sucrose gradient con- as described in a previous section of these Materials
taining 0.5 M KC1. Velocity sedimentation analysis was and Methods. All steps of the fractionation process
performed as described in a previously published report were altered to facilitate the purification of the DNA
from this laboratory [15]. The sedimentation analysis of synthesome from small quantities of breast tumor tis-
marker proteins (horse spleen apoferritin [17S] and yeast sue. The human breast tumor (8.55 g) was dissected and
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finely chopped with a tissue chopper at 4°C. The Enzyme assays. DNA polymerase ct activity with
minced breast tissue was then suspended in I volume of activated calf thymus DNA templates was assayed
buffer (50 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5), 0.25 M sucrose, 5 according to published procedures [21, 22]. One unit of
mM MgC12, 0.1 mM PMSF, 0.1 mM AAN (pH 7.5) and DNA polymerase ct activity is equivalent to 1 nmol
1 mM DTT) and homogenized using a 1-ml Dounce total [3H]TMP incorporated into DNA per hour at 35°C.
homogenizer. The homogenate was centrifuged at 2,000 The assay for DNA topoisomerase I activity is a modifi-
rpm for 10 min (4°C), and the crude nuclear pellet (NP) cation of published methods [19] and is described in
and cytosolic fraction (S-i) were collected separately, detail by Hickey et al. [23]. DNA topoisomerase H
The nuclear pellet was resuspended in I volume of activity was measured using an assay kit purchased
nuclei extraction buffer [13] containing 0.15 M KCI. from TopoGen, Inc.
After rocking the nuclear pellet for 2 h at 40C, the Immunodetection of DNA polymerases 8, E, RP-A,
extracted nuclei were centrifuged at 22,300 rpm for 2.1 RF-C, PCNA, and DNA primase. Denaturing polyacry-
min (4°C) using a TLA 100.3 rotor and the supematant lamide gel electrophoresis of the various protein frac-
(NE) retained. To remove mitochondria and micro- tions was performed as previously described [24]. The
somes, the S-I fraction was subjected to differential resolved polypeptides were transferred (20 volts, 16 h,
centrifugation using a TLA 100.3 rotor: 17,800 rpm, 4°C) to nitrocellulose membranes, and immunodetec-
3.2 min and 59,700 rpm, 22.2 min, respectively. The tion of the respective DNA replication proteins was per-
final postmicrosomal supernatant (S-3) was collected. formed using a light-enhanced chemiluminescence sys-
The NE was combined with the S-3 fraction; 4.5 ml of tem (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL). A monoclonal
the NE/S-3 fraction was then layered over a 0.5-ml 2 M antibody prepared against the C-terminal portion of
sucrose cushion. After centrifugation at 40,000 rpm for DNA polymerase 8 was used at a 1:100 dilution to
16 h (40C) using a Beckman (Columbia, MD) SW55.Ti probe membranes for the 125-kDa polymerase 8
swinging bucket rotor, the S-4 and P-4 fractions were polypeptide. The anti-polymerase F antibody, which
collected, dialyzed against a low-salt TDEG buffer, and recognizes the 140- and >200-kDa forms of polymerase
assayed for their respective enzymatic activities. These F, was used at a 1:1000 dilution. Both the anti-RF-C
same steps were followed to purify the DNA synthe- monoclonal antibody (mAb-11), which recognizes the
some from the xenografts grown in nude mice. 140-kDa subunit of the RF-C protein-complex, and the

Column chromatography. Seven hundred microliters anti-RP-A antibody (p34-20), which recognizes the 34-
of the dialyzed human breast tumor P-4 fraction (3.3 kDa subunit of RP-A, were generous gifts from Dr.
mg protein) was loaded onto a 0.15-ml DEAE cellu- Bruce Stillman (Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold
lose column, preequilibrated in TDEG buffer contain- Spring Harbor, NY). Both antibodies were used at a
ing 5 mM KCI. The protein not binding to the matrix 1:500 dilution. The anti-DNA primase antibody, a gift
was collected, and designated the column flow- from Dr. William Copeland (National Institute of
through. The column was washed with 8 column vol- Environmental Health Sciences, Research Triangle
umes of preequilibration buffer. Matrix-bound protein Park, NC), was used at a 1:500 dilution. The anti-
was then eluted with 8 volumes of TDEG buffer con- PCNA antibody was used at a dilution of 1:1000. The
taining 1 M KCI. Fractions of approximately 0.1 ml appropriate species-specific horseradish peroxidase
were collected, dialyzed against TDEG buffer, and conjugated secondary antibodies were used in the
assayed for their DNA polymerase ut and in vitro DNA immunoassays at a dilution of 1:5000.
replication activities. Forward Mutagenesis Assay

Purification of SV40 large T-antigen. SV40 large T- Transfection and plating. Two hundred nanograms of
antigen was purified from 293 cells infected with a pBK-CMV plasmid DNA (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA),
recombinant adenovirus vector, Ad-SVR284, as encoding the lac-Za gene, was incubated with 35-45 lag
detailed elsewhere [18]. of protein fraction per in vitro DNA replication assay.

In vitro SV40 DNA replication assay. Assay reaction The replicated pBK-CMV DNA was then DpnI digested,
mixtures (12.5 lil) contained 80 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.5); precipitated as described [20], and used in the transfec-
7 mM MgCI 2; 1 mM DTT; 3-20 ttg protein fraction; tion of Escherichia coli strain XL1-Blue MRF'
0.5-1.0 jig purified SV40 large T-antigen; 25 ng plasmid (Stratagene): [(mcrA) 183, &mcr(B-hsdSMR-mrr) 173,
pSVO+ [19] containing an insert of SV40 replication- endAl, supE44, thi_1, recA1, gyrA96, relA], lac[F'
origin DNA sequences; 100 laM each dTTP, dATP, proAB, laclZ(ml5, Tn]O(tetR)]. Forty microliters of
dGTP; 200 jiM each rCTP, rGTP, UTP; 4 mM ATP; 25 bacterial stocks maintained in Luria broth, containing
jiM [at-32p]dCTP; 40 mM creatine phosphate; 1 jig crea- 10% glycerol, were mixed with 300 pg of the pBK-CMV
tine kinase. Each reaction was incubated for 2 h at 35°C. DNA replicated in vitro, and this mixture was incubated
The replication assay reaction products were processed for 10 min on ice; subsequently, the DNA was electropo-
using DE81 (Whatman, Maidstone, UK) filter binding to rated into the cells under the following conditions: 1.4
quantitate the amount of radiolabel incorporated into the kV, 25 pF, 200 ohms. Immediately following electropo-
replication products [20]. One unit of SV40 replication ration, 960 jil chilled, sterile SOC buffer (20 mM glucose
activity is equivalent to the incorporation of I pmol in Luria broth medium) was added to the reaction
dNMP into SV40 origin-containing plasmid DNA per 2 cuvette. The electroporated mixture was then incubated
h under these described assay conditions. in a rotary shaker (250 rpm) at 35°C for 1 h. An aliquot
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of the incubated culture, sufficient to yield 100-600 bac- tion proteins could be isolated from human breast cancer
terial colonies per plate, was spread on top of 20 ml cells, as previously demonstrated for HeLa [13, 14] and
solidified Luria broth agar containing 0.5 mg/ml FM3A cells [15], we subjected MDA MB-468 cells to
kanamycin, 25 mg/ml IPTG, and 25 mg/ml X-gal. the fractionation scheme outlined in Figure 1. The PEG
(These plating conditions yield an intense blue colored NE/S-3, S-4 and P-4 fractions were collected and
bacterial colony when the bacteria express the unmutated assayed for DNA polymerase ca activity. The majority of
plasmid and a light blue to white colored bacterial colony the enzyme's activity partitioned with the sedimentable
when the bacteria contain plasmids harboring mutations P-4 fraction following polyethylene glycol precipitation
in the lac-Za gene.) As a negative control for the forward and discontinuous gradient centrifugation of the NE/S-3
mutagenesis assay, 2 x 109 bacterial cells were transfect- fraction (Table 1). This result is consistent with our earli-
ed with 200 ng unreplicated, DpnI digested pBK-CMV er work on the purification of the DNA synthesome from
DNA; virtually no antibiotic resistant wild-type colonies HeLa and FM3A cells [13-15], in which the DNA poly-
were produced under these conditions (data not shown). merase (x activity contained in the DNA synthesome par-
Also, the background mutation frequency for this assay titioned to the P-4 fraction at the sucrose interface.
was determined by transfecting 109 bacterial cells with In addition to determining DNA polymerase u. activi-
200 ng unreplicated pBK-CMV DNA. Only one mutant ty, we assayed the PEG NE/S-3, S-4 and P-4 fractions for
colony per 106 wild-type colonies was produced under in vitro SV40 DNA replication activity (Materials and
these conditions (data not shown). Methods). DE81 filter binding analysis was used to quan-

Scoring of mutant phenotypes. Mutant phenotypes, titate the level of [a- 32p]dCMP incorporation into SV40
resulting from the inactivation of the lac-Za gene in the DNA replication products. Following subfractionation of
pBK-CMV plasmid, were scored after approximately the PEG NE/S-3 fraction into the S-4 and P-4 fractions,
12-15 h of incubation at 35'C by a modification of a pro- the ability to support SV40 DNA replication in vitro par-
cedure described by the laboratory of Kunkel [25]. To titioned exclusively with the sedimentable P-4 fraction
reproducibly score the variable color intensities of the (Table 1). This pattern of partitioning of DNA replication
mutant phenotypes, a scale of blue color intensities has activity is also consistent with our earlier work on the
been established [25]. Unmutated pBK-CMV DNA gen- purification of the synthesome from HeLa and FM3A
erates a dark blue color which, on a scale of 0-4, is cells [13-15]. Only negligible amounts of radiolabel
assigned a value of 4. The variable mutant phenotypes are were incorporated into DNA replication products when
distinguished as 0+ (white/colorless), 1+ (faint blue), 2+ reactions lacked SV40 large T-antigen. These data indi-
(medium blue), and 3+ (almost wild type). To eliminate cate that all of the activities required to execute large T-
false positives resulting from plating artifacts, mutant antigen-dependent SV40 DNA replication reside in the
colonies were picked from the plates, diluted in 50 mM human breast cancer cell sedimentable P-4 fraction.
sodium borate buffer (pH 9.0) and mixed with an equal Further purification of the human breast cancer cell
dilution of bacteria containing unreplicated pBK-CMV DNA synthesome. We further purified the breast cancer
plasmid. Plating of this mixture on the agar plates con- cell DNA synthesome from the sedimentable P-4 fraction
taining the color substrate X-gal (see above) enhances the by Q-Sepharose anion-exchange chromatography, a
contrast between the wild-type and mutant phenotypes as method successfully employed for the purification of the
well as permits the scoring of subtle phenotypic differ- DNA synthesome from HeLa cells [13, 14]. The P-4 frac-
ences arising from small variations in the position and tion was applied to a 1-ml Q-Sepharose column and the
number of point mutations within the lac-Zct gene. DNA synthesome eluted by a linear gradient of KC1

(50-500 mM). Figure 2 shows the profile of DNA poly-
RESULTS merase a activity as it eluted from the Q-Sepharose col-

Human breast cancer cell DNA replication proteins umn. The DNA polymerase a activity eluted from the col-
cofractionate as a readily sedimentable form. To deter- umn as an initial sharp peak at lower salt concentrations
mine whether a sedimentable complex of DNA replica- (fractions 6-10), with an additional small peak of activity

Table 1. DNA polymerase a and in vitro DNA replication activities of the DNA synthesome from MDA MB

468 human breast cancer cells.

Fraction PEG NE/S-3 S-4 P-4 QS Peak FT SG

DNA polymerase Wa 132.5 0.3 188.3 C 1.01 C
DNA replication (+T)b 103.8 8.8 110.6 136.6 3.4 141.2
DNA replication (-T)b 3.1 0.0 0.2 8.5 1.8 10.2

aDNA polymerase a activity with activated calf thymus DNA templates was assayed according to published proce-
dures. One unit of DNA polymerase activity is equivalent to 1 nmol [3H]TMP incorporated into DNA per hour at
35'C. These values represent the average of two independent experiments.
bin vitro SV40 DNA replication assays were performed as described previously. One unit of replication activity
equals the incorporation of 1 pmol [32P]dCMP into SV40 origin-containing DNA. These values represent the aver-
age of two independent experiments.
c Not determined.
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Figure 2. Q-Sepharose chromatographic profile of DNA polymerase a activity in the MDA MB-468 derived P-4 fraction.
A description of the column preparation and elution conditions are provided in the Materials and Methods.

at higher salt concentrations (fractions 21-23). Negligible cation. As numerous studies have shown that DNA poly-
amounts of enzyme activity were found in the column merase 8 plays an integral role in the in vitro synthesis of
flow-through and wash fractions (data not shown). SV40 origin-containing DNA [8, 26, 27], we probed the

The peak of DNA polymerase ca activity that eluted PEG NE/S-3, P-4, S-4, Q-Sepharose peak, Q-Sepharose
from the Q-Sepharose column (fractions 6-10) was flow-through and sucrose gradient peak fractions for the
designated the Q-Sepharose peak. Both the peak and presence of the protein. Utilizing a monoclonal antibody
the column flow-through fractions were assayed for in prepared against the C-terminal peptide of DNA poly-
vitro SV40 DNA replication activity. The Q-Sepharose merase 8 [28], we found that the protein exclusively cop-
peak contained over 80% of the large T-antigen-depen- urified with the replication-competent P-4, Q-Sepharose
dent in vitro DNA replication activity; the column flow- peak and sucrose gradient peak fractions (Figure 4). The
through fraction supported significantly less DNA syn- enzyme was not detectable in the replication-deficient S-
thesis (Table 1). 4 and Q-Sepharose flow-through fractions.

Velocity sedimentation analysis of the breast cancer In addition to DNA polymerase 8, we examined the
cell DNA synthesome. We determined the sedimentation human breast cancer cell fractions for the presence of
coefficient of the breast cancer cell DNA synthesome RF-C [27, 29] and DNA primase [27]. Immunoblot
by subjecting the Q-Sepharose peak fraction to velocity analyses, using antibodies that recognize either the 140-
sedimentation analysis in a 10-30% sucrose gradient kDa subunit of the RF-C protein complex or the 58-kDa
containing 0.5 M KCI [15]. The sucrose gradient frac- subunit of DNA primase, revealed that RF-C and DNA
tions were collected and assayed for DNA polymerase primase resided only in the replication-competent pro-
ca and in vitro SV40 DNA replication activities. Both tein fractions (Figure 4).
activities cosedimented in the sucrose gradient with a Western blot analysis also shows that the DNA repli-
sedimentation coefficient of 18S (Figure 3; Table 1). cation protein PCNA was present in the replication-
This 18S sedimentation coefficient for the breast cell competent breast cancer cell fractions, as well as the S-
DNA synthesome corresponds to the S-value obtained 4 and Q-Sepharose flow-through fractions (Figure 4).
for the HeLa cell DNA synthesome. Presumably, the This result suggests that PCNA may not be as tightly
18S value of the human breast cancer cell DNA synthe- associated with the DNA synthesome as compared with
some accounts for its ready sedimentation to the DNA polymerases ca, 8, RF-C, and DNA primase.
sucrose interface following the centrifugation of the Furthermore, immunodetection of RP-A [30, 31] with a
PEG NE/S-3 fraction (Figure 1). monoclonal antibody to the 70-kDa subunit of the pro-

The DNA replication proteins that copurify with the tein reveals that the polypeptide fractionated with both
breast cancer cell DNA synthesome. We performed west- the replication-competent and -deficient fractions
em blot analyses and enzyme assays to identify the DNA (Figure 4). These results suggest that only a fraction of
replication proteins that copurify with the breast cancer the cellular pools of PCNA and RP-A copurify with the
cell DNA synthesome during its various stages of purifi- breast cancer cell DNA synthesome.
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Figure 3. Velocity sedimentation analysis of the DNA synthesome present in the MDA MB-468 Q-Sepharose peak fraction.
Eight hundred microliters of a milliliter of the Q-Sepharose peak fraction was layered onto a 9-ml 10-30% sucrose gradient con-

taining 0.5 M KCI. Centrifugation was performed as described in the Materials and Methods. The assay for DNA polymerase a

activity was performed according to published procedures [21, 22]; one unit of activity denotes 1 nmol TMP incorporated into

DNA per hour at 35'C.
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Figure 4. Western blot analysis of the MDA MB-468 breast cancer cell derived fractions. Thirty micrograms of each protein

fraction (PEG NE/S-3, S-4, P-4, Q-Sepharose peak [QS], Q-Sepharose flow-through [FT] and sucrose gradient peak [SG]) were

resolved on 8% polyacrylamide gels, then transferred to nitrocellulose membrane filters. The membranes were incubated with

primary antibodies against (A) DNA polymerase 8, (B) RP-A, (C) RF-C, (D) PCNA, and (E) DNA primase. Following incubation

with the appropriate species-specific secondary antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase, the immobilized proteins were

detected using a light-enhanced chemiluminescence system (Amersham).
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Furthermore, we determined whether the breast can- KDNA networks
cer cell DNA synthesome possesses DNA topoiso-
merase I activity by assaying several breast cancer frac-
tions for their respective enzymatic activity (Materials
and Methods). In Figure 5, lanes 1-3 show the conver-
sion of supercoiled form I DNA to relaxed, open circu-
lar form II DNA by the topoisomerase I activity present
in the Q-Sepharose peak, Q-Sepharose flow-through
and sucrose gradient peak fractions. Importantly, the Decatenated DNA
relaxation of supercoiled plasmid DNA by the Q- Linear DNA
Sepharose peak fraction was inhibited by 200 gM
camptothecin (lane 4), a specific inhibitor of DNA 1 2 3 4 5
topoisomerase I [32]. This indicates that the conversion
of supercoiled plasmid DNA to form II DNA was medi- Figure 6. DNA topoisomerase II activity in the Q-

ated specifically by topoisomerase 1. Sepharose peak, Q-Sepharose flow-through and sucrose

Atopoisomerase 1 gradient peak fractions. Decatenation reactions were per-
As with PCNA, RP-A, and DNA tformed in topoisomerase II buffer (TopoGen) with 0.15 gg

only a fraction of the total cellular pool of DNA topoi- kinetoplast DNA (KDNA) and 10 gg of the respective protein
somerase II copurifies with the breast cancer cell DNA fraction. Lane 1 shows the position of KDNA networks after
synthesome. We assayed the Q-Sepharose peak, Q- incubation with Q-Sepharose peak (QS) in a buffer lacking

Sepharose flow-through and sucrose gradient peak frac- ATP. Lanes 2-4 show the relaxation of KDNA to nicked, open
to fcircular DNA by the topoisomerase II activity present in the

tions for DNA topoisomerase Il activity. 'Me decatena- QS, flow-through (FT), and sucrose gradient peak (SG) frac-
tion of interlocked aggregates of Crithidia fasciculata tions. Lane 5 shows the positions of the decatenated KDNA

kinetoplast DNA to monomeric, open circular DNA by markers: nicked, open circular (top), linear (bottom). All reac-
the topoisomerase II enzyme present in all three frac- tions were stopped by the addition of a stop buffer containing
tions is shown in Figure 6 (lanes 2-4). In addition, we 1% SDS. Reactions were loaded directly onto a 1% agarose

determined that the Q-Sepharose peak, flow-through, gel containing 0.5 jg/ml ethidium bromide. After elec-"trophoresis, DNA products were visualized with an ultraviolet
and sucrose gradient peak fractions were devoid of light source.
nuclease contamination because they did not support
the relaxation of kinetoplast DNA to the linear DNA
fragments (Figure 6). Moreover, as DNA topoisomerase Isolation of the DNA synthesome from breast tumor
II requires ATP for catalytic activity, incubation of the tissue. To verify that the DNA synthesome could be iso-
Q-Sepharose peak with a reaction buffer lacking ATP lated from breast cancer tissue as well as from breast
did not support the relaxation of kinetoplast DNA cancer cells, we subjected biopsied human breast tumor
(Figure 6, lane 1). tissue to a modified version of the purification scheme

depicted in Figure 1 (Materials and Methods). The
alterations to the purification protocol were made to
facilitate the isolation of the DNA synthesome from

SG FT QS QS + CPT SC DNA small quantities of breast tumor tissue. We collected

and assayed the NE/S-3, S-4 and P-4 fractions for DNA
II polymerase a and large T-antigen-dependent SV40

DNA replication activities. Table 2 shows that the
majority of both activities partitioned exclusively with
the sedimentable P-4 fraction after discontinuous gradi-
ent centrifugation of the NE/S-3 fraction.

We further purified the DNA synthesome that was
isolated from the human breast tumor tissue, using

Figure 5. DNA topoisomerase I activity in the Q anion exchange chromatography (Materials and

Sepharose peak, Q-Sepharose flow-through, and sucrose Methods). We collected and assayed the column frac-
gradient peak fractions. Reaction assays containing 8 gg of tions for both DNA polymerase cc and in vitro SV40
the Q-Sepharose peak (QS), 8 ltg of the Q-Sepharose flow- DNA replication activities. A peak of DNA polymerase
through (Fr), or 20 jig of the sucrose gradient peak (SG) were cu activity (fractions 2, 3) was found to elute from the
incubated for 30 min at 37°C with 0.3 jig pSVO÷ plasmid column in the presence of 1 M KCI (Table 2). In con-
DNA. Reactions were stopped by the addition of 1% SDS,
and topoisomers were resolved on a 1% agarose gel. After trast, only a minor amount of DNA polymerase ca activ-

ethidium bromide (0.5 jig/ml) staining of gels, topoisomers ity was found in the column flow-through fraction
were visualized with an ultraviolet light source. Lanes 1-3 (Table 2). We also tested the fractions containing the
show the conversion of supercoiled, form I DNA to relaxed, peak polymerase (x activity (fractions 2, 3) as well as
open circle form II DNA by the topoisomerase I activity pre- the column flow-through for in vitro SV40 DNA repli-
sent in the SG, FT, and QS fractions, respectively. Lane 4
shows the inhibition of QS topoisomerase I activity by 200 cation activity. Only fractions 2 and 3 supported SV40

jiM camptothecin [32]. Lane 5 shows the position of super- DNA replication; the column flow-through did not con-
coiled plasmid pSVO÷. tain DNA replication activity (data not shown).
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Table 2. DNA polymerase cc and in vitro DNA replication activities of the DNA synthesome from
human breast tumor tissue.

Fraction NE/S-3 S-4 P-4 Column Peak Flow-through

DNA polymerase ox;" 27.8 1.7 37.5 77.3 1.3
DNA replication (+T)b 29.5 1.8 122.9 N.D.C N.D.c
DNA replication (-T)b 5.74 0.5 12.1 N.D.c N.D.c

aDNA polymerase a activity with activated calf thymus DNA templates was assayed according to pub-
lished procedures. One unit of DNA polymerase activity is equivalent to 10-10 mol [3H]TMP incorporated
into DNA per hour at 35°C. These values represent the average of two independent experiments.
bin vitro SV40 DNA replication assays were performed as described previously. One unit of replication
activity equals the incorporation of 1 pmol [32P]dCMP into SV40 origin-containing DNA. These values
represent the average of two independent experiments.
CNot determined.

We also fractionated breast cancer tissue derived synthesome, we probed the MDA MB-468 derived
from a xenograft nude mouse model [17]. Homogenous protein fractions with an antibody that recognizes the
breast tumors were surgically excised from nude mice >200-kDa polypeptide. Immunoblot analysis reveals
subcutaneously injected with MCF-7 breast cancer that DNA polymerase e was present in the replication-
cells. By using the modified purification protocol, it was competent P-4, Q-Sepharose peak and sucrose gradi-
found that most of the DNA polymerase at and DNA ent peak fractions (Figure 7). Only a minor amount of
replication activities resided with the sedimentable P-4 DNA polymerase e was present in the replication-defi-
fraction following discontinuous gradient centrifugation cient S-4 fraction (Figure 7), while none was detected
of the NE/S-3 fraction (Table 3). These results suggest in the Q-Sepharose flow-through (data not shown).
that the DNA synthesome exists as a functional complex DNA replication fidelity of the breast cancer cell
within human breast cancer cells in vivo. DNA synthesome. The fidelity of DNA synthesis is

DNA polymerase e copurifies with the breast can- mediated in part by the proofreading capacity of the
cer cell DNA synthesome. Several lines of evidence intrinsic 3'-5' exonuclease activity of DNA polymerase
support a role for DNA polymerase e in cellular DNA 8 [25]. We employed a forward mutagenesis assay to
replication. First, DNA polymerase e is more abundant measure the fidelity of the in vitro DNA synthesis pro-
in proliferating tissues than in nonproliferating tissues cess carried out by the breast cancer cell DNA synthe-
[33]. Second, when quiescent human fibroblast cells some (Materials and Methods) [35]. In this assay we
are stimulated to proliferate, the mRNA levels of DNA utilized the DNA synthesome isolated from MDA MB-
polymerase F, like those of polymerase cc, dramatical- 468 breast cancer cells and human breast tumor tissue
ly increase just prior to S-phase [33]. Third, when the to replicate plasmid DNA containing the SV40 origin
gene encoding the yeast homologue of DNA poly- of replication and the lac-Za gene. The results of the
merase P is mutated, the yeast cells fail to proliferate, fidelity assay were quantitated using the blue/white
suggesting a critical role for this polymerase in cell selection protocol described in the Materials and
proliferation [34]. To determine whether DNA poly- Methods [25]. These results were compared to the
merase e copurifies with the breast cancer cell DNA replication fidelity of the DNA synthesome isolated

from nonmalignant Hs587Bst breast cells. We deter-
mined that the DNA synthesome purified from MDA
MB-468 cells possessed a replication fidelity approxi-

Table 3. DNA polymerase a and in vitro DNA replication
activities of the DNA synthesome from nude mouse
xenograft breast tumor tissue.

NES-3 P4 S4 QS SG
Fraction NE/S-3 S-4 P-4

DNA polymerase ctW 40.6 2.0 123.2 > 200 kDa
DNA Replication +Tb 57.2 11.2 158.7
DNA Replication -Tb 5.5 4.1 9.6

Figure 7. Immunoblot analysis for the presence of DNA
aDNA polymerase at activity with activated calf thymus DNA polymerase e in the MDA MB-468 breast cancer cell
templates was assayed according to published procedures. One derived fractions. Fifty micrograms of each protein fraction
unit of DNA polymerase activity is equivalent to 1 x 10-10 mol (PEG NE/S-3, S-4, P-4, Q-Sepharose peak [QS] and sucrose
of 3[H]-TMP incorporated into DNA per hour at 35°C. These gradient peak [SG]) was resolved on a 8% polyacrylamide gel
values represent the average of two independent experiments, then transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. The mem-
bin vitro SV40 DNA replication assays were performed as branes were incubated with a primary antibody against human
described previously. One unit of replication activity equals DNA polymerase c. Following incubation with an anti-mouse
the incorporation of 1 pmol of 32[P]-dCMP into SV40 origin secondary antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase, the
containing DNA. These values represent the average of two immobilized protein was detected using a light-enhanced
independent experiments. chemiluminescent system (Amersham).
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mately 6-fold lower than that of the synthesome from breast cancer cells and breast tumor tissues were
Hs587Bst cells (Table 4). Similarly, the DNA synthe- enriched by the successive steps of the purification pro-
some purified from human breast tumor tissue pos- cess. Furthermore, the P-4 as well as the column peak
sessed an approximately 5-fold lower DNA replication fractions from the breast cancer cells and tissues pos-
fidelity than the Hs587Bst synthesome (Table 4). sessed comparable levels of in vitro SV40 DNA replica-
These differences in replication fidelity between the tion activity. Overall, the isolation of the DNA synthe-
malignant and nonmalignant breast cell DNA synthe- some as a fully functional complex from human and
some suggest that transformation to the malignant phe- nude mouse xenograft breast tumor tissues strongly
notype alters the process by which the synthesome suggests that the synthesome mediates DNA replication
from normal cells replicates DNA. in vivo.

DISCUSSION .We have identified several of the key DNA replica-
tion proteins comprising the breast cancer cell DNA

In this report, we have described for the first time the synthesome utilizing immunoblot analyses and enzy-
purification of a multiprotein DNA replication complex matic assays; these proteins include DNA polymerase
isolated from human breast cancer cells and breast tumor 8, PCNA, DNA polymerase x, DNA primase, RF-C,
tissues. The integrity of the breast cancer cell DNA syn- RP-A, DNA topoisomerases I, II, and DNA poly-
thesome was maintained after its treatment with high merase E. All of these polypeptides, excluding DNA
salt, polyethylene glycol precipitation, anion-exchange polymerase s, have been shown to be required for the
chromatography, and sucrose gradient sedimentation, faithful replication of SV40 DNA in vitro [8-10].
These results suggest that the copurification of the syn- Moreover, the functions that each of these proteins per-
thesome's proteins with one another is independent of forms during DNA replication have been determined
nonspecific interactions with other cellular macro- by utilizing the SV40 system. Recent studies demon-
molecules. In addition, upon velocity sedimentation anal- strate that DNA polymerase ct-primase synthesizes
ysis of the breast cancer cell DNA synthesome, both the RNA-DNA primers required for the initiation of lead-
DNA polymerase ct and DNA replication activities comi- ing strand and Okazaki fragment synthesis [36, 37]. On
grated in the sucrose gradient with a coefficient of 18S. the other hand, DNA polymerase 8 conducts the repli-
This 18S sedimentation coefficient is comparable to that cation of the leading strand and completes synthesis of
obtained for the HeLa cell DNA synthesome [13, 14]. the lagging strand during DNA chain elongation [36,

Our data show that the DNA polymerase a and DNA 38]. According to a current model for eukaryotic DNA
replication activities of the synthesome isolated from replication, the activities of both DNA polymerases at

and 8 are coordinated in part by RF-C, which serves as
a connector or hinge between the proteins [27].

Table 4. DNA replication fidelity of the breast cell DNA Additionally, PCNA, an accessory factor for poly-
synthesome. merase 6, may participate in the coordination of lead-

ing and lagging strand synthesis by functioning as part
e% Mutants of a molecular switch from the initiation to the elonga-

Origin o(average per 104colonies) tion phase of DNA replication [38, 39]. The copurifica-

MDA MB 468 breast cancer tion of DNA polymerases o., 8, DNA primase, PCNA,
cell line 1.20% ± 0.2% and RF-C with the breast cancer cell DNA synthesome

Human breast tumor tissue 0.93% ± 0.3% indicates that the synthesome may act as a coordinated
Hs578Bst non-malignant
breast cell line 0.19% ± 0.08% dipolymerase replication complex.

RP-A functions during SV40 DNA synthesis to sta-
An in vitro DNA replication fidelity assay [25] was performed bilize newly formed single-stranded regions created in
to measure the fidelity with which the DNA synthesome from replicating DNA by the helicase activity of the large
MDA MB 468 breast cancer cells, human breast tumor tissue T-antigen [40]. Topoisomerase I, also a component of
and Hs578Bst cells replicates plasmid DNA. The replicated the breast cancer cell DNA synthesome, relaxes posi-
plasmid, containing the bacterial lac-Z gene, was DpnI digest- tive DNA supercoils as they accumulate ahead of the
ed and electroporated into E. coli. The bacteria were then plat-
ed onto LB agar containing the chromogenic substrates X-gal replication fork [41]. Such an action is necessary for
and IPTG. Transformed bacteria expressing a non-mutated translocation of the replication machinery along tem-
lac-Z gene (encodes the B-galactosidase enzyme) formed blue plate DNA during DNA synthesis. In addition to
colonies on the plate, while bacteria containing DNA with topoisomerase I, topoisomerase II can carry out the
mutations in the lac-Z gene formed white colonies. Mutations unwinding activity required for the progression of the
occurring within the plasmid at location other than the lac-Z uf
gene are not detected by this assay. Consequently, the reported replication fork during SV40 DNA synthesis [41].
percentages of white colonies provide a minimum estimate of Furthermore, studies in which intact cells were incu-
the actual number of mutations arising during DNA synthe- bated with topoisomerase II inhibitors demonstrate
some mediated DNA replication. The percentage of mutant that topoisomerase II is necessary for the decatenation
colonies expressed for the DNA synthesome is the average of newly replicated daughter DNA molecules [42] fol-
number taken from 3 separate assays of 104 transformed
colonies each. The background mutation frequency for the lowing DNA synthesis. Presumably the enzyme func-
forward mutagenesis assay was determined to be .0003% tions in these roles as a component of the DNA syn-
(Materials and Methods). thesome. Although not yet identified as components of
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the breast cancer cell DNA synthesome, DNA helicase properties compared to the respective polymerases iso-
and DNA ligase I were found to copurify with the syn- lated from normal liver cells [4]. During DNA synthe-
thesome isolated from HeLa and FM3A cells [14, 15]. sis, these altered molecular and catalytic properties
Both of these enzymes have been shown to be required may contribute to a decreased specificity for nucleotide
for eukaryotic DNA replication [43, 44]. We are selection by the polymerases, which in turn leads to an
presently characterizing the breast tumor tissue- increased mutation rate. Importantly, we have deter-
derived synthesome with respect to its protein compo- mined by two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel elec-
nents. Presumably, all of the proteins comprising the trophoresis that significant physical differences exist
breast cancer cell DNA synthesome copurify with the between the protein components of the DNA synthe-
tumor tissue-derived synthesome, as it is fully capable some purified from malignant and nonmalignant breast
of supporting SV40 DNA replication in vitro, cells (Bechtel et al., unpublished data). We are current-

In order to preserve the integrity of the information ly conducting experiments to determine the precise
contained in DNA, normal mammalian cells must molecular changes that occur to the components of the
replicate their DNA with an error frequency as low as breast cell DNA synthesome during transformation.
10-10 [33]. Such a high fidelity for DNA replication We fully expect these studies to advance our under-
must be maintained by the DNA synthesis and DNA standing of how DNA replication fidelity is reduced in
repair systems functioning within the cell. We utilized breast cancer cells.
a forward mutagenesis assay [25] to examine the fideli- We previously described a model for the organiza-
ty with which the breast cancer cell and human breast tion of the proteins comprising the DNA synthesome
tumor tissue derived DNA synthesome replicates plas- isolated from mouse mammary carcinoma cells and
mid DNA containing the lac-Za gene. This assay HeLa cells [14, 15]. We can now extend this model to
detects point mutations occurring within the lac-Za include the breast cancer cell DNA synthesome, based
gene as well as frameshift mutations occurring in other on the fractionation and column chromatographic pro-
positions on the plasmid. We found a 5-6-fold files of its protein components (Figure 8). As DNA
decrease in the replication fidelities of the DNA syn- polymerases cx, 8, F, DNA primase, and RF-C were
thesome isolated from malignant breast cells and tissue observed to copurify primarily with the replication-
compared with that of the DNA synthesome isolated competent DNA synthesome, we propose that these
from a nonmalignant breast cell line (Table 4). Our proteins form the core of the DNA synthesome. The
results are consistent with the observation that main- "tight" association of DNA polymerase E with the DNA
mary cancer cells accumulate extensive genetic dam- synthesome suggests that the protein may play a role in
age [45, 46]. The significant difference in the replica- mammalian cell DNA replication. It has been postulat-
tion fidelities between the DNA synthesome from ed that DNA polymerase e links the replication machin-
malignant and nonmaligant breast cells suggests that ery with the S-phase checkpoint by acting as a sensor
transformation alters the process by which the latter that coordinates transcriptional responses to DNA dam-
replicates and/or participates in the repair of DNA. age in yeast [47]. Such a role for the protein may exist
Indeed, it has been demonstrated that specific DNA in mammalian cells as well. In addition, we have
replication proteins are targets for molecular modifica- included DNA ligase I as a member of the tightly asso-
tion during cellular transformation [4]. For example, ciated components of the complex, as it was observed
DNA polymerases cu and 6 purified from Novikoff hep- to copurify exclusively with the DNA synthesome from
atoma cells have altered physicochemical and catalytic FM3A and HeLa cells [14, 15].

Figure 8. Model for the human breast cell DNA synthesome. A full description of the model is presented in the text.
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Unlike the other components, PCNA, RP-A and 4. Popanda, 0.; Fox, G.; Thielmann, H. W. DNA poly-
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1of the metal ion to alter the DNA synthetic maChinezv a
Mercuric Ion Inhibits the Activity and r-idelity of the ua n the cell (Goldberg et al., 1983; Robinson el At. 1984: WVil.

Cell D)NA Synthhasome. Sekowsltl. J. W.. Malkas, L H.,~ Wei. Y. liams et al., 1986). Alterations of the activity of the D14:?
and Hickey, R. J. (1997). Toxicol, Appi. PhIwrmacol. 145. 269-276. replication machititery are suggested to have a role in mcdiac-

Mercuric Ion Is &cytoroxic and niucagenic to calls; however, the irig the mutagenic effects of inercUriC ion (Ariza and Wi).
mecha~nisms af mercuric ion-induced cytotoxicity are not wuil un- lianlis. 1996).
derstood. Numerous studies have suggested that these efttoc may Mercuric ion hus been reported to after both the cxtent ot
be due in part to the alteration and Inhibijtion of A vatit"Y Of DNA synthesis and the typt of DNA replica~tion Products
"celular prca including DNA rsplicatlon. DNA repsair. R~NA formed in experiments using intact mammnalian cell$. iJAriza
transcription, and protein synthesis. Studio utilizing whole cila and Williams, 1996: Robinsonn er 4L. 1984; Oberly er asl..
to szanilnsi th actiflVII are not ao1be to sporificaily idcntif the 1982: Christie ot at., 1984). crude majmmalian Cell extracts
predws meachanism or site of the effect. Other studies aarrWa out Oeyeta.192RoisnfaL194 ndprld
using whole cel extracts &nd variously purifie DNA Vulm enzyes (Oberly el at. 1982 1o992so Willa et. 194), 1986, puie
an no: able 1o .dCRUAtely fepreenj the highly ordered em iron. dtn~(adttYe t.19:Wl~m la. 96 b
toamt in which DNA replication occurs in the intact cell. We "eport arly rt aL, 1 992 ; Niyogi et al., 198 1: Hsie ft al., 1979). 'Me
here. for the lirat thnte. the use of an Intact human call muldprwren Inhibition of DNA polymerase activity by mercuric ion is
wmpleK (which we have termued the DNA SYMMhMO) to carry out postulated to be at least partially responsible for the observed
full-length DNA replication and DNA sythasis In the pmasnce of inhibition of intact cell DNA syncgheSia. Furthermore. mercu-
Hg" ion In viire. In this study we report that DNA replication ric ion not only inhibits the activity of fte DNA polymcrmse.
and DNA polymerase activitY, a., well as DNA replication fidelItY but alters thr. (idelity with which DNA synthesis is camied
of the human cell DNA synitlumome. are spocifleallY inhibited by out by this polymerase. ta vitro Miltageflesis Assay$ utilizing
physiologically attainable ctincentrations of inercuric ion. a 'sm purified ksdchichin coi DNA polyniruse have demon-
A0&ih~f st prated that. several divalentt mnetals. which =r known to

be carcinogenic (e.g.. lead. cadmium. adtt nickel) produce
signiftcarth increases in the number of nuclaotide misincorpo-

Mercuric ionl Is cxt~remetly cytotoxic to both prOCaiyotic rations during the DNA synthesis process (Sirover and Loeb.
and eucaryotic cells (Umreda. er al.. 1969-. Umoda end Nishi- 1976;, Miyaki er at.. 1977; Sirover et at.. 1979. Tkashelash-
mura, 1979: Cantoni et al.. 1982. 1984: Goldberg et at., vili et al.. 1979. 1980). Because mercuric ion Is a suspected
1983). In humanls. mercuric ion is known to accumulate in ciarcinogent and a member of the group B11 elements (which
the thyroid gland arnd to potentially lead to the formation of also contains cadmium ion, a known carcinogen) we decided
premalignant and malignant thyroid nodules (ZAIchick et At. to examine whether the mercuric ion could potentially act
1983). Patients with chronic exposure to mercuric iont have as a carcinogen by altering the activity of the DNA synthetic
also been found to have greatly elevated levels of mercuric machinery of the cell.
Ion in their kidney, as well a3 renal tumors containing ele- Mercuric ion has been postulated to use one or more of
voted levels of' mercuric ion ( 8offetta er al., 1993). 7hw the following mechanisms to alter the fidelity of the DNA
precise mechanism(s) mediating the carcinogenic effects of synthesis process. First, mercuric ion can alter substntit con-
mercuric ion is not well dclhuct. but appear to be related forMation (i.e.. through metal-nuckcotide interaction): sec-
to the ingeslion or inhalation of the metul, conversion of tdiý ond. it can ailter the conformation of proteins essential for
metal to mercuric ion. anti the translocation of the ion to the replication and for cpAir (Williams and Crothers. 197S) (i.e..
thyroid (7aichick ot at.. 1985). Part of the cytotoxic and through metal-protein interactions); third, mercuric ion can
carcinugefllceffects oficrcurincioni may beductotheability alter templatc-base specifticityZAkout ef at.. 198 1). Mcai~u-
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tic ion also exhibits two propcrites which dramatically call- ftblly funcrtinnal DNA replicationk Complex (Wu el aL. 1994
tribute to the deveiopment ot alterations contained i; calls App'le~ren et al.. 1995: Coll et 4L. 1996).
exposed to mercuhc ion. First. mercuric ion hub been shown The results piecrnted here si monaly suggest that( the liwilar.
to have potent DNA suiniitd scission activity (Canioni cir at.. DNA synihaxorne can seive as a useful and highly novel in~
1984, Robinson et, al.. 39)84; jiwd Williams Pr a).. 1986), vitro model system for testing whether heavy metal ion% can
This proptrty allows the tion to induce changes in the DNA directly indu"c changes in the activity and fidclity of the
template which canl alter the ability of the DNA replication cellnlnar DNA sYnthetic apparatus.
machinery to bind to th cnieplate Properly. This disruption
in template binding it also postulated ro dlifort at least some METHODS AND MATERIALS
of the components of Ute replicition machinerv, and subse-
quently ilter the binding of tieoxynuclentides by DNA puly. Cen cuuurt and Aanfeu,. Suspension %:ulcumI or HsaL cells werp
met-ase and cause mitincorportnion of nucleotides into tho grw inJkik' moifc Eage' medium suP~efientetd with 5% csch
growing DNA strand. Second. mercury has a strong affinity of irradiated 4;alf ana newborn hmvina serumn. Upe~rtwrilIv Illwtng cell%
bor thiol bonds, which are present in virtually all of the 15 X ID lyCells/ttl of meodium)i 'wtc ItuvesteG and walshad three times withi

replication proteins, and manyv other cellular enzymes phosphate-bufforco1 saline WaBS), 11.4 m'u N&RP4 137 Cam NVCi. 2.7
~ KC. 13 r~ Kl 1~. Te clii~emthA peileWtady low-siwed

lHayc~s. 1983), The binding ofi mateuric ionl to these thiol tonium uo. 1.3 g mm 01n. 'no M h cils eii warc I(ft i W

groups can severely distort Me structural integrity and activ. pro to inititn th isoltion of die DNA synthcsnat.
ity of these proteins. To examine whether mercuric ion cali Monofayer cultures of HLtct calls wetes grwn in DMF~ tontstitins Set
alcter the@ activity and fidelity of the DNA synthetic apparatus ealch of irradiated calf and newborn imvuse strumn. The sutwe-n weft otein-
of human cells we isolated the cellular DNA synthesizing "alned at 37'C.
machinery from hurrma cervical cancer cells (l-kLa) und Nteparuion of the DNA sysithesow~. nweHaoacetRDNA tyithesome
tested the effects of a rangc oj merurciron cocnrain *as isolateda detcribcd by MuIWu et al., (IM~). 11w puin fractinn

L'oneettlat desidtgnated Q-Secpharose (Mslkas es aL. 19W01. which woutains the U2NA
on invroDNA replication activity. DNA polymnerase activ- tmtlieation-competera: wyn~thaomc. was used 10f 91weperlments described
ity. and fidelity with which this complex carrics out DNA in this report.
syrftthsis. riipwerizon o r/ke sV4 £uor T.eaue 1w T~o lVA0 im T-anaisen

We chose to use the isolated DNA syncthetic machinery Prettein wat pirpsard AS described previousiy by Slauania and Lane 1903).
from lbeEA cells for these studies because our characsriza- M4Mean IIitt ofn .Itue cell DNA sy~sthdr&g Monohabr ulturcs ul`05

- . lon of this highly organized complex of plotting (which we X Itis HOLa cells were seeded In 60-mm cell cultilure m 41ad V4 lowed
have termed the DNA synthesomcj (Lin et al.. I 9C):fly I o vrih.l. te ocllo~ fg~i ehode te

competent~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~)6 to fullyal hss fsmanvrs40{V0 tiered wore dissolved in 18.3 Megaohm MtiiQ HP0 &W Own &Ae tO the
comptentto uppo allphaes o siian irus40 SV4 el.I cuitures to yieli final conconwastun of I - 1WD A". Polowifs L. 4. Or

origin-specific DNA rmplication in vitro (Malkas I e at., S hr of exposure to tan mercurc chloridle. 1'14)ubywtldih ve& added (0

1990), The biochemical chAracterization of this isolated individual cell cultures. and the amount of CInlthymlI incorporaed MU)o
auultiprotein form of DNA polymerase has resulted In that maroolecula material in I tt- Was dtenniwttd as dmmsibed by Itorit&

identification ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~a of. seea poencmoetofheSte- "d 1971). The number of cellit, pat ie$ conuinbig ZaCa and NaCI
idenifiotits f sverl potei coponntsof he ynce- ncr*eW by appmsintaaely 23% oycr die 3 hr PiltOll Is which t&A -eY

some. These proteins include DNA polyerneass a. 6. anld wee performcd. t'taese conwounng Hgdi w ata'ev u d identWIclY to lhe
t. DNA priinase. ropoicomernscs I and 11. proliferacting cell control Plates. and no callit were INCr during dow Masy,
nuclear tintigon (PCNAI. replication factor C (RFC). replica- 1Av1&o0DNA repc&aaea anq. Ih rationieea(0 cotn
tion protein A (RPA). DNA helicase. DNA methyltransfer- 30 mrý`i MOMe IPH 752), 7 mt Mots 0,5 TrAM DTT. 30 jAM "MW. 100 1A

age. poly(ADP)rlbose polymerase. and DNA ligaise I (Malkas nt 40TP dMs CP. wiO dma eihe CTP 4T1 land0161. iM (A10) k0 wim
ta l., 1990; Applegren et aL. 1995; Coll et at. 1996). In " P 0hmpottile tG 20D o%# etach ine DhoaP h witt aR. 4 S nM AT oiu0MM

addition. the DNA replication process mnediated by the ItO- ihoephaw (pf 7.3). approxinnately 1,0 og of large T-Autielm u4 200 ng
man cell synthesome in vitro has been shown to exhibit al at Ithe plwnsid pBK-CMV (availabie fromt Strwilann. La Jalts. CAý. ?%a
of the features of the replication process as it is carried ou ""I""Of mixurc was incubated at 37'C for 3 htr. AAet 3 hr. IQ Ad Of the

by te itac cel (Mlka rtal.,199-. pplgrenet l.,ntion mixture was Pipnsd onto Wlwunmn D'31 fill= and allnwed toby th intct cli (Mlkasa a), 199; Aplegrn ci ai.r-udry. The filters were then washed iX (3 min) with W. m. NuJM bgffrc
1995). The DNA 3ynthesoine has been isolated and charac. (pH 7.Oj. wid 3X (5 Mini wath 0.3 N ammtonium flontma (pi 7.4). air-
torized from human and rnurine (cells (Malkastet a!., 1990; dried, and counted in e liquid buindistadon counter Oft)
Applegmnr er at, 1995: Wu er at, 1994), human brea~st tissue DNA P&YNNUmRt assay. DNA polymneruS6 OdlV(Y WO me~asutred
calls (Sekowski. unpublished data), primary human breast 40scribe by MeiAs c, at., tl1tw),
tumors (Coll or a!.. 1996), human leukemia cells (Lin ct VIVA uirerd tedrrivassuay. Twao hundred 'nanogans of siapervoiled!
al.. 196). and human pancreatic cells (Hickey. unpublished pS'V' 0' pleamurid DNA (Malkas el al.. 1900) was iiabatnid with various

data. Or moel escrbin theDNA3yntesoe isbaled onwxngtlon of Ma&it in the in vtro, DNA teptIM6011 2wsY buffer for
data).~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Ohr ale eciigteDAsyteoei ae u 3MC Thm trcited DNA was exttracted and procipliftod as d~4.~ibed

on the sedimentution and chromatographic profile.% of the below. theun visualized by nondenscuring assrow vat 011 uItfOtu~nsis and
individual proteitns found to coput-ify with one another as a rthidIUM bromide itaining,



Ppirciptatian of thet newl~i replicated DA. Following the criniting *I' RES L;LTS
*1 ID al of the realetinn rnixure onto OESI filter.% the DNA in the rcitamnatzg

.10 ml i ofas.ay mixtuic w;* treated %kilif Opall (0t)( C. 3O mini to remove Mercuric io inibt in vitro DNA replicariaii IFiR.
any unteplicated pla-smid templare DNSA prewint tn the resction miature, and Tal L odet-in wehrmrurcinanir-.
aft'ter thle dtgfesiotn oi nOnr4:piiczlcu :etciiiutce lNA. the replicated Plsimid Tal1) Todtriew thrM cucincn r;:,

ditttin '~iacxrxw u~nr ncpltnuldi~rnnrme~tV~c~n affect the ability ot the isolated humin cell D)NA synrihewirr
procedure described by Sambrook ýi al. 4 1999. The extracted DNA was to support itt ritr DNA sv~ci.we performeid DNA svn
tirciapitatted by lthe addition or ammonium acetate to a final concentratinn thesome-rncdjmed ins virro DNA replication assays in i:h
of 0.21 m along With 2 Vol of IIXi~f isopropanol. After centrifugation at absence and presence of a variety of mercuric ion concenc-a.
12.000 rpm lJ4.956gi. the resuititig DNA pellets Wert WaSfted JX with %in (Mateials1 and Methods). and then calculated the ;pt
70% cthanol. air-dried or dried in a speed-vacuum iSavant lnstrameriuAt.
and then retuspended in 20 a.l IT. buffer (to smm Tsia*HCI, pK 1t , mm trific activity of (he DNA synthesome in units of pico ~Ic
Na, EDTA), of nascent f)NA per hour per milligram of DNA 6ynthesoma

Panward jaaiui~gtrtifiss alsosaY: Transttprformcirn and plo'init. The fnr (pirnol/hrrimgj. The results of these experiments (Fig. IA
ward mutagenesis assay employed by nour zi~boratcay uses the DNA template demronstrati: that cycn low concentrationls of me rcuric iar.
p8BK.CMV luaiiable from Straitaterici. Tilis 4518-bp ploatnid contains the significantly inhibit the specific DNA replication activity c'
SV40 origin of DNA replication, a nleomyCin- and kanamycill.resistanea the DNA Synthesome. For eXaMPIe. reaCtOrns pErff~rmed in
gene. the lac7. promoter i IFTC indociblc 1. andi the li.c Zes gene (encoding th rsnoo ;mmrui it aiie N IC61
the complemeluatwur protein for d-saiaclotidasel. We have determined that prsneo s ccrcju niie N clcto
tran-atirmation of the unreplicilled. unmodified pBK-CMV into th C. vulj hY more than 5017. (60 pmol~r/mg) of the level of replication.
host resulte in the formation Qf lot,\ thtan one mutan colonty per 5 X 1O' reactions performed in the absence of mercuric ion or I'.l
trofitfOtTMOMtt ihus. the pBK-C.MV template has a spontaneous mutation the presence of equinlula? sodium chloride (control). Wher
frequency that is approxaimately iO'-fold lower trial% that of the NtI3Mpi higher concentrations of mercuric ion (4,.6, and 10ju'm4 werc
phacc DNA itemplate. wnich is used in other mUtagentsis asays* added to the in vitro DNA replication reaction, the level of;

ilie in vitro-replicated p8K.CMV dfoilo-irng Dpnl digestioni was Unal
to transforml electrocompetenit C~ 4sol host cells lXL-1 Blue MRF'), The DNA rcplist~tiun decreased by more than 80% 117. 16. and
transtormatton wa" carred out by the addition nr 30 jal of elleercocompotent 19 pmrol/hr/mg, respectively). Int fact. fth level of DNA tepli-
bacteria tapproxisnately 9.0 x 10' ccilat to approximately t00-20O Ag of cation activity carried out with T-antigen at these cortoEenra-
Dpol-ircated pOK.CMV 110 kil. I he mixtture was incubated for 10min on tions of tnet~uurc ion is similar to the level of background.
ice before electroprimting the Cells 921 A tetling; of 1.4 WiV 23 pr. anj ZO or T-antigen-indcpendcnt. DNA synthesis (13.13. and I I
ohms) in as Dio-Rad rene PNlter apparatux. Immediately following the Mr

celstroporation. I ml of chilled sterile SW~ htuffer (20 mmt sluoe. in LD lpmolaihrimg). This similarity suggests that MOrurc iOn tat
media) was adedto the fectroporatmon cuvente. lie leeuoponfied lixturfi 4. 6. uind 10 tim) may have a direct effect an the activity of
was then iniubazted on ice for 10 min. and then in a rotary shaker (250 that T-antigen protein, or a DNA synWbeW=n COiMP01101l.
rpm) at 37'C fot I hy- Ar nnouunt of the culture sufficient to yield 500 decreasing the T-antigen-inclusive DNA 11o1plic~Ation activity
IO00 bacterial wilonies pcr plate wa.' placed onto 2D ml of LB agar con- of the DNA synthesomne to 8. level nea tha Of A replication

WinIng 1.25 mg Xanamnycin. 4 jii IPTO i2tX) mg/mb. and Afla~l X-gal (20 cardotinhebeneoTmdg .Ath hhe
mg/mIl. These plating conditions Sive intense lilue color for trhe wil~dtv aypeare u i h bec fTangt ltehge
pla¶amiil which (acl~litea the visualization of mutant phenotypes. The mu- eoncentraiions of mercuric ion (20. 60. and 100 iai.). a slight
tant coloniest range from pure wrhite to intermuediate flight blue) phenotypes increase In T-antigen-dependent replication activity (from
tRoberta re aL.. 1985). 20 to 25 prinoLt'hour/rog) wifs observed. This MaY reflect 3

S~e~it e! hb~tU.Thc inactivation or the a-complementation gene slight precipitation of mercuric ion from the reaction mixture
(the Product of which isthe1 catalytic subinit nfft -saluctoeidateg. due to a or the binding of mercuric ion to the DNA synthesome. to
mutation in ithe /.w Zo gene in pOK.CMV. gives a variety of mutant protein compnip ents of the replication buffer. or to the tem-
phenotypes. resulting from the lack of a fully functional ft.galaetosadae.r
gene product. These mutant phenotypes were scoredi after incubating tilc plate DNA. Thus. the amount of mercutic ion available to
plates at .37C to( approximately 12-1 htSr. tusing the plating conditions Inhibit the DNA .synthesome may become decreased. To
described above. extiession of dte wsid-type paK-CMV DNA let the C. vol'i ensure that the observed Increase in incorporlizion is not due
host generatesa dark blue baciarial culuriy. Bacterilt colon1ies expressing the to a gap-filling or DNA repair-typo aclivitY of t110 synthc-
anuwsaid pBK.CMV piasmid express an altered i1.garlactosidass geng, which soe we lsed the ability of mercturic chloride to create
can be distinguished from those colonic., espressittg thei wild-typi; plasmrid singic or double-strand breaks in a DNA template. In Fig.
by their light bluec to yellowish white color phenotypes, In order to rtaprodue.
sbtly aind precisely wcore the variable mutant phaney pea. only the putc whits IC. we show that incubation of a double-straded DNA
colonies Iti~.. colonic$ lacking ally trace or blue or green color) were scored replicationl template. pSVO 4- (seer Materials and Methods).
as siulant. The uight blue colonie& compote 25% (zl% of the total mutafnt with various concentrations of mercuric chloride under DNA
poptulation regardlirst ot mercuric chiotidt treatment, replication assay conditions does tnot cause an Increase in

Reqterta. Cretidnin. phosphokinase. pliollaphweagainlnec. and all of tW single-strand nicks in the DNA (Form 1r), nor does it stimu-
inorgartivinu mt salts were purchtased from the Sigma Chemical CO. The latc the formation of double-strand cumA. or small fragments
ribonuclecides and dent laibonucleotides used in the laaaaya were purchased of DNA.
from Pharmatiati Oiotehnology Inc.. and the radoloabeled nucleotildas used
In our "ssays (l'l~tlwridine. 20 Ci/ntmol- 1'Hldl'P, 20 Climmol; and~ To verify that the inhibition of synthesofrrt-duiven DNA
1'3pjI1c'r- 3000 ci.mmoil) were purciltaed from DuPont-Now England replication was -due solely to the interacrion of the mercuric
Nuicleasr, ion with the 3ynthcsomc aull HOL to the Chloride Component
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F10. 1. WM Th effect oft a range of mercuric chloriie concernitaions on DNA synthroomo-miadleed 4a Vitro. DNA solupfczot. /a Alro DNA
replication tAv~czions were Perfor"Ied ati dercriftc! under Materials afd Metho"s in the abser~ive and prsetncet Of a Magt of PA "tI niofls of mercuric

chloride 15. plues T-antileft DNA synihesiic 0. trilhur T-aarsigen DNA syrnhesij) or sodium chloride I&, T-aritiget..depasdiiit DNA qnsiests. flit
Values rePoned AM 111C 8rvemge Or three indCPcnskns assays. The average of two control Isodium chloride) vactions caU-tld out In the Pmejice Of vari ".10

Conhcentrautions of scodiumn was used to calculate the speiRiC aell'ity Of the costuol treted DNA Sytuheso"i. The_ -. num chlotide Wauco fell bui~

"9 &Wd 100* of ftl specitie Activity observed ;a DNA replication MUctioos carnfe6 cot in mthe absefte of matat Wits. Rowdioii OX4& it. a*M IrCOCC

of sodium chloride served " a pookvule control for COMPAfing the tffeet Of ofilooe !on to in vitrO DNA IY'nthetl. ThR Mai qsuillc ac;IviY Of :WO
00111191 rec~tions dDvilltd less than, 3e from each Othier. 1%e unite of soicaum chloride (control) rpec~lqc weshity represent r-saatigculkndalt Activikv
IWO%~ of DNA repliention utivity in the pricacc of T-4ntigen Minus The Units of DNA mpiicarion astieicy in =e almence Of T-Wianre (B) Ilse effect
of a range of mercuric vhitorlde concentrations oni DNA r'i~oeasceeJDNA polymerase Activity. Ine vitra DNA ~y~hCMJ5BJDNA
palymel orayR 'xkt wr perfiormed aft describod under Mvaterils an d Methodg, let the absence and presecec of. * mge of ConcetraiUons of mertrunc
chloride 00) or 'odium chloride t0). The values reporned are the average of three. independent assays. Thg average of Iwo0 WNW ealctions OWL(5S out
in the abrence of Metal KAILS Was Used to callulare the sait a of the norwireated UNSA tynthesonln. (C) This .ifia of memrcurr shluids Va DNA Unmplafe
fittntety. The inwicteion of' mercuric ion anttl Acmplate DNA *a1 examineid usingl the stranid scission assay ha 40010W Undet 1MArWls OW Macbeds.
Mercuric chloride conceltritlatofl =r Indicated for each line. Line 1. 0 pmn, luan 2, 2 #sM. lane 3, 10,uM: Iuue 4. 25 Po.~ ais" . 30 sm;. luaw 6. 13,0m.
lane 7. 10D juto lane 8. 123-hp markte (Sigma Co.).

of the salt or lthe divittent charaier of mecurcic ion, we gM). Inhibition of the DNA synthcesomc-metflaled in vitro
perfonymed in vtri:o DNA replication reactions in the presence DNA Mp(catioa by (00 um zinc chlorde~ was OnlIy about
of various concentrations of Sodium. zinc. or nitrate ions 5%~ givater than thait observed in reactions run in the presence
(Tabie 1). Our results indiCale that sodium chloride did not of 100 puM sodiumn chloride or sodium Walme, and though
significantly inhibit T-antigen -dependent in i'i~ro DNA repli. Sttistlcrilly Significant. the decrease in synthetic activity ran
cation (i.e.. less than S5% inhibitionti al the COncenti'stions Well within the 0XPeCie4 experimental ermo for the eassay.
tested. It was also observed that sodium nitiate had ftittl Taken together. these results suiggest that ft effects of mer-
effect on synthcsonie-driven DNA replication ovter the tango curit; Ion on Synthesome-medisted DNA replication are due
of concentrations examined. To deicimaine whether the effect speoiflcally to the mrercuric ion itself, and not the Counter
of memrcuic Ion on in Witro DNA replication could be aitribwt- Ion or the divalent charncfer of the tnetal lon.
able to the divaicrn nature of the mercuric ion. we added Merctric inn inhibit$ synrke~sme-assoCiated DNA pot'v-
zinc chloride to the replicatioun reaction. We observed that. .werase aciivlrj in a manner that nuinvrs thit Inhibition of
zinc; chloride slightly inhibited T~antigcn-dcpendcnr to vilm synthewsamr-,nediared in vitro DNA repllC0d0fl (Fit. MR.
DNA replication at the highest concentration tested (100 A recent reipon has gugges~ted that mercuric ion inhibita DNA
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l'ABLE I 2 indicaic that intact cell DNA Synthesis was inhibited ýNFifeec or Sodium Chlooide. Sodium Nitrate, and Zinc Chloride greater than 80% at the higher concentrations of mcrcun'ýonl DNA !3ynthesome.Niediated in Vitro DNA Repication ion ( 1- 1O0 UM) during the first 2 hr of the, experimert.
lo"ntMumPrent crnntroli ncorporatiron r( I"PtCT;,-- whl lower~ c~licdUllatjufl5 of mercuric ionl (1-10 U.(,re

Concntrainn uce intct cll D A sntheis b ZS-0%.The cff:ct oi' t acl -NaNO, ZmC'l, Mercuric Ion on intact cell DNA synthesis occurs rapidly1) Inn 100Withlji 2 lur of exposure to I jum mercuric ion cellular 1DN*Ato09 91t 100 synthosis is reduced to 64% of that exhibited by control ce~ll.ion 96 93 not exposed in the metal. In addition. exposure to ip%,96 92 lncrcriuc ion for an additional 2 hr decreased intact eellI DN -1DNA replication asav %eeconducted ar doiscribed under Maeral synthesis to only 20% of the unexposed control cells (Table2hd Melhods in the kbsence to, p'e'iene or te metal %ails indicated, 2). H~igher concentrations of mercuric ion (10 and 100 ,s.%ab en ce ti n i ii n w cac I rn d r l.tf tots Peern ons ed in the resu lted In o v er an W 59o inh ibition in in tact cells after o n i'"The values reportea rellresent the averace of three independent assy a 2-hr exposure to niercuris. iun (Fig. 2), and the level 0 'Iconducted at each of the indicated Sal cocnrtos Thes. v~uc 4kia inhibition closely parallels that observed after prolonged c~x-from the average by no 11101C 41tnn 3%t. posure to I um mercuric ion. and exposure to mercuric ion
for Up to 4 hr at 10 and 100 imM concentrations of the Metal(Table 2). Exposure of cells to 100 jmM mercuric ion for ý.polymerase activity (Caldentey or at. 1992). We intae hr completely abolished intact cell DNA synthesis. lRiaýstudies tu investigate whether mercuric ion would inhibit theactivity of synthcsomC-as60(iUicti DNA polymerase. DNAsyruhesome-associated polymerase activity of the DNA syn. 70teolcwas measured in the absence or presence of various 6concontriations of mercuric Wlilurlde (1-100 mw (Fig. [B). JInhibition of DNA polysnerase activity below that of the no j50

-metal control began at 2 um mercuric ion. Over 95% of the 0DNA polymetrase activity inhibition was inhibited at coneen. 4tnitions of mercuric ion in excess of 2umM. Very low concen- 30trahions of mercuric ion (I 14m) and sodium ion (2-6 jmM) 0Tappear to slightly stimulate DNA synthesome-assoclatedpolymerase activity. 
10We also observed that the DNA synthgsomne-asociatedDNA polynierase activity was only slightly affected by so- 0 10100.dium chloride in excess of 40 mm. resulting in an Inhibition 

10cnrtono ecircl*Win the activity of' the DNA polymerase of less than 10% ascompared to the no metal control, The inhibitory effects FIG. L Thc cifect or a rangie nf cornea ntations of mommurcin ehioideof mercuric ion on the activity of tlie DNA synthesome. sailsodium chloride on intamt ell DNA synthesis. lama call DNA lyfithetestasays were determined Us described Untder M"Bimals aM MethOd. in the
associated DNA polymemse are therefore specifically aturib- absienc and prsneo a rast of concentrations of nwrvuijc chlunidt
utable to the hea~vy metal ion. and closely parallel the mercu- (0). The valucs reuncd ame the average of Mmi lopiin assays. Con,ric ion-induced inhibitory profile observed for synthesorne- 001 recutiols were carried cout in the absence of theta 5*W. The vulues iormediated in vitro DNA replication. Uhe inccvratorn~o of ['Hlthymidinec into acid-Inaoduble mateeihl (mm Uteinodividuat cultuirs of cells containing I X 100 calls/pLate deviated from

Correlation of the effect of mercruic ion on J;.nthesorne- one &mother by lest than 3% and wart, used so ehadsal do Fcma lnhibiuun
driven its v'itr DNVA repication with that of intact cell DNrA of['ll~Itymiloic mcroae Into cells Incib~ad with each of te indicated
syntheiis (Fig. 2. Table 2). To courrelate the effect of mer- concentrations of mercuric chloride, HeLa cells owero 6sWs au a densityc u ric io n o n in v itro D N A . re p lic a tio n w ith th a t o f cx p o n e ii. Of( 5 x l 'P r 6 - m c l u w l w w n y f o s e U c l u g
dally growing cell DNA synthesis. we examined the ability Wells incubat~ed With sCeMea Concentrations Of Mnwewfc chloride, (t. 4. 9.10.25.5. 75. and 100 mmuj for periods of up toS 8Ir. At tft time intervals
of intact IleLa cell3 to incorporate N1H1hymidine into DNA Ind~icam-Sd thc cultism were labeled fhe I tir with Nlllt nidbte (I juum Im~following their exposure to various concentrations of mercu- is freh media. after which the celia were washed thres tines with PBSric ion. Exponentially growing HeLa cells were Incubated and lysed. and the ovct of nueleorid; incoqvriasM Into DNA Was measuregaw it h in c e a s n g o n c n tr tio n o f m er u ri io f o 2, 4 . 6 . b y liq uid scin tillatio n co u n tin g au d escrib ed b y H orw itt e I 41L (19 7 1 ). T he

wih nceain ofcethe atimes toe meeluof oll fNA 2ytsi level of intact cell DNA tynthesis is expressed as a paeeentqe Of fth lcvel
orS hr. At each ofteetmstelvlo elDAsnhss of DNA syn~it~icx observed in cells Incubated witt i =x sodium chloride.
was determined as described under Materials and Methods- TVe results shown in this flgiure am The anerste oif thres separate expoen.Relative to the no nrictaj camosils. thie results depicted in Fig. ments: error "am~ denote the standard cacor Of thes mewan
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V TABLE 2rmff~cs of Sodhium Chloride- Zinc Ciloride, and Niercuric Chloride on' Intact Cell DNA Synthesi,

Salt Percent control cell DNA Synthesis'.'
C~hafhrh-1 

hr______________ 
.8 hr 

8 hr11#M) II NC Zrl.. 140a NaC0 ZItCII HgCl 141141 ZnC1I6.4 1aO t00 lCO 100IO0 100 100
1q IS 90 99 199 B 92 W

1000 9 96 10) 1A i9j 09'Using the pfocedure deatenbod under, PMajenala nd &A'fethOd intact Cell VNA $Yarhecic actijvity was efetermined by nussuning dow inoolpofation a:
I' ~hlrmi~dine into imid-precipircgea Maltrial.'The values reported repreierir the av'erq.ge of treie indcpanentn experiments eacti of wjich wAs conducted using three tisu culture plate% per salcnnlditiOD 'ndic,11141 Thesge wglues 4~eviated from MCt oecrage by no More thilit 3%.`pecrient inhibition of the DNA Aynthetic zctlisti: was calculatsed relative to the consgo4 plitics vontaifljng no metal saIlS"Cell cultures were e~posed to tho range of Saft concertuarions for peric~ of 2-8 hr aon to die Atddition of (JHishymidjin. As Lho times Wnieatcc
on1 the table the media containing metal ion were reolaead waith fivsh media lacking roetal ion. $ 01 IfilfJlyjfljdjp wit 440 go the Cultures, uaW fliC4ltu=5 were incubated for I hr at 31VC prior to .ei4 PecipirAtion Of The cellular DNA.

Concentttiuoru of ittercuric ion affect intact cell DNA Synthe. tions performcd in the absence of any added mercuric ionsis in a manner which CorrClatC3 With II* eV effet tmecLune (backgrnund: 4.A X 10' mutants per 2 X 10' tranformsanis.ion on synthesame- mediated in vitrro DNA replication and or 0.02,7 mutant colorties). Since this fidelity assaly systemDNA 3ymhthsomt-associated DNA polynmense activity Is only able to detect mutations thuAR aft~ 1b0f Za Pill!(Fiss. JA and WD. 
and the gene makes up only 8.25% of tho nuclcotide 5cInt contrast to the inhibition of intact cell DNA synthesis quence of the pBX-Crfl7 plitsmzdL aMd beause we onlyby mercuric ion. the ability of intact cells to carry out DNA scom those muatins whicht produce a COMPletely inactiveSynthesis Was Maintained in the presence of sodium chloride flgalsictosjdlase Sent, a 16-. to 17-fold ilacruse in the. muta-or zinc chloride. and did not decrease over the courgse of tion ftvquency represents a significant iswreas, in the totathe entire experiment (Table 2). This observation svrongly number of mutations produced S A rMillt Of CaRWYinl Out

suggests that tho inhibitiost of intact cell DNA syUhexsL. tie DNVA synthesome-mcdIatted replicauia "Ssay int the pres-like synthesome-driven DNA rep lication. was due solely to ritce of mercuisc ion. We also tested higher corseenu'ntion,thse meicuric ion., and not the divalent nature of the ion or of mercuric ion (10-80 uM mercuric ion). for their abilitythe presence of the counterion. to reduce the in vitro DNA synthetic fidelty of the DNAPhysriologically artainuble concentrations of merezeric Ione syrnhesanie. We observed mutation frequenci:s that werrdecreaase in w'iro DP/A rep//ca lion lidellry fri8.. .3, 41. Ift approximately 39- to 42-fold higher than backgroundS (Fig.ordcr to determine whether physiologically attainable celn- 4). The highest concentration o(mercuric ton (00D uM) testedcentrations of mercuric ion could alter the DNA synthetic in the fidelity assay resulted in 4 67-fold increas in replica-product formed following exposure of' the cellular DNVA Syn. don etrors over background levels determniad for reactionsthctic itpparajus to very low concentrations of mercutric ion rin in the absence of mercirte ion. The Mulls of our fidelity(i.e., betwccn I and 10 jni4) (1yenear et at~. 1979. Nakad analysis clearly indicate that the mutuwiou tNquency in-and Imurs. 1980; Svensson et at., J993; Zalchick et at.. eftases as a function of increasing Mnercuric ion concentra-1 993), we Inlcubated the purified HeLas call DNA synthesome tion.with increasing concentrations of mercuric ion in our for- We have performed control trinsformazlon experimentsWSM~ mutagenstals saway (see Materials3 and McEho di .Fijurc In order to determine the frequency of MUtan transfOrnarnts3shtows the results of plat~ing bacteria trwma formed with che that woulda result from mercurc ch~rd.~s and -Dpnl-resiseant pruducts of the DNA sYndtesome-nseiawd trated pak-CMiV tremplatc (unreplicaWe and noni-Dpni di-in vifrO ONA repliCation rCACV0on, We haVC optrnim d the gested). We have determinod that the freuenfcy and effl-bpnl digestion of the replication products in order to cult- cieni;Y of transhornuation with the mexrwic chloride treattddnatc colonics produced by the nonreplicated DNA template. DNA, As well ts the number of mutant colonies produced.As shown in frig. 4 concentrations of mercuric Ion betwezrt do not significantly differ from trauusfonrsA~ous carried Out6 and 8 umt increased the number of detectablo musants by, usfag (he untreated. unzeplicarted DNA templwae. Taken to-approximatcly 16. to 17-1old over the background mutation grther. the results; otf the strad scission assay (Fig. IC) and'frequency amnting in the DNA products isolated from reuc- this mercuric chlorido'treated DNA traezsufraonuo control
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PlO. 3. Bacterisl colony~ formration nd dewtaionof colonines prusing adefective 8-gplatolidmaa gem. flacwia W ~ SW! ~ltff with
newly flepllentad Plasmid containing Me 19C 1A gene (oBIC.CMV) and plate ma d~aribtii under materita sand Methods. 1%e Oflasid DNA exprrssci
by tho b&-tcruia colonies was isolated from DNA tynthcamormcommlaitr In vuwv DNA reftlafleaiot wat'aruton carrid out In rho abstrox (A) or preicflc
IB-D) of mercuric thloride. The (ollatwimig plAites am representaive of reults obtlmaned Frornm "orward tnuagnensis "Msy. CAI (Wo MEW) a I mu-(t
per 4.5 m 11Y trawfaonnantA w 0.O0¶% mutant frequency; 43) 12 m& HS11) - 3 mutants per $50 tra"In"afona - 0.14% Mua~t %fqumocy, (C) (50 IA.*
KgCl.-, o 5 mutant% per 7M~ IiMAdormants, 0 .06% muwang (equency: (0) (10) poi~ HgCIj) -l itmrt per 400 Uidoftant, w 1[A&% 01111=
fiequency.

suggest that strand scission or aulier DNA-Mercuric ion prolonged exposure to the metal ion Could bit the result of
events do not alone create muinnt transforenants in our assay the intrenetion of mercuric ion with other Cellular prOCesses
system. that support intact cell DNA synthesis. The close corrclatiun

between the effects of mercuric ion on intact cell DNA syn-
DISCUSSION thesis and synthesome-mediated In vilP DNA replication

over the time f'ramne of the in vitro assay: suggests. however.
In this report we have demonstrated that mercuric ion that mercuric ion directly affect? the cellular DNA replica-

selectively inhibits in vitro syntficsome-Mediated SV40O dirn machinery.
DNA replication. Our experimental results suggest that the It has been previously reported that mercuric ion Inlibits
synthesomc-mediatod DNA replication system may be a use. the maimmraliant DNA polymerize activity preset in whole-
ful model for examining the effect of mercuric ion on DNA call extracts or in purified enzyme preparations (Williams et
syitthesis. Mercuric ion inhibits in vitro DNA replication in. aal.. 19W6, Robinson et aL, 1984; Rivetial and Sanner. 19H 1)
concentrution-dcpcndent manner tha21 Closely correlatce with at higher concentrations. of the metal (i~e., peater than 10
that obhserved in intact HeLA cells. In intact Cells. DNA syn- mu( mrcuric ion). Our observations using the isolated DNA
thesis was rapidly and dramatically inhibited In the presence synthesorne support the conclusions of thse meearchers.
of high concentuidons (10- 100 jim J of mercuric ion. while while further clarifying the inhibitory and mutagcoic effects
lower concentrations of the incical ( I - 10 um) were observed of mercuric ion ont the intact multiprtntein DNA replication
to inhibit DNA synthesis to a much lower degrre. The inhbibl- machinery of the !ell. Mercuric Ion signticiantly inhibits
tion of DNA synthesis observed in intact cells following synthesome-assncisited DNA polymrasea activity. The inhI-
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10Powntiaof mercuric ion I Aliza and Will ints. 1996;Christie
T V fi.. 1984) andi perhapt the cyltotxic and c=aninoscnic

effects attributcd tu chronic exposure aof patients to low doses
of mercuric iont (Zaichick et al.. 1995). Taken together our

T _Y _ results suggestithai the isolated human cell DNA synthcsome
40 may be a novel trodel system for studies examnining ho-

)a mercuric ion. and potentially other heavy mnetal ions. affect
______0____ DNA synthesig.
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ABSTRACT

Little definitive information has emerged to sufficiently describe the mechanism by which mammalian

chromosomal DNA is replicated. However, it is becoming more apparent that intracellular metabolism does not

occur by random collisions between soluble enzymes and substrates but rather is mediated by the action of

organized multiprotein complexes. We have previously reported on a replication competent multiprotein form of

DNA polymerase, subsequently named synthesome, which supports in vitro simian virus 40 (SV40) DNA

synthesis. This report describes our most recent efforts toward defining the identity or function of several new

components of the human cell DNA synthesome.

The CsCI equilibrium sedimentation data together with the limited susceptibility of the daughter DNA

duplexes to digestion by the enzyme MboI demonstrate the semi-conservative mechanism of action by the

synthesome during in vitro DNA synthesis. Based upon results of western blot analyses and strand displacement

assays, it was observed that two specific DNA helicases, HDH I and HDH IV co-purify with the synthesome. In

addition, it was predicted that the synthesome may be tied to the mismatch repair process and this was

demonstrated by immunoblot analysis utilizing the postreplication mismatch repair gene, hMLHI. These results

may suggest that repair can occur during replication and that there is some benefit to coordination of progress of

the replication fork and removal of lesions. Another protein thought to be involved in active DNA processes such

as replication, transcription or repair is Ku. It was demonstrated that the Ku protein does co-purify along with

synthesome. It was also demonstrated by immunoblot analysis that DNA polymerase e co-fractionates and thus

can be included as a new component of the synthesome. However, DNA polymerase b was not found to co-purify

with the mammalian synthesome. In addition, proteins involved with transcription and nucleotide excision repair

(NER), such as RNA polymerase I, TFIIH and the excision repair XPA protein, do not co-purify with the

synthesome. This suggests that transcription and NER are not an integral part of the synthesome.

Further characterization of the human cell DNA synthesome will increase our understanding of the

molecular mechanisms involved in regulating the activity of the DNA replication apparatus and potentially

integrating it into the processes of both DNA replication and repair.
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The mechanisms by which mammalian chromosomal DNA replication occurs are just beginning to be

described and understood. Currently, a number of mammalian proteins have been identified that support in vitro

DNA synthesis in reconstituted replication systems, and some data exist on the functional association of several of

these enzymes and factors (reviewed in Hickey and Malkas, 1997). Concurrently with this work has been a

growing body of experimental evidence indicating that these DNA replication proteins and factors are organized

into large macromolecular complexes (Malkas et al., 1990a; Applegren et al., 1995; Wu et al., 1994; Coil et al.,

1996; Tom et al., 1996; Lin et al., 1997, and reviewed in Mathews and Slabaugh, 1986; Reddy and Fager, 1993;

Hickev and Malkas, 1997).

The proteins thus far identified and shown to be required to support animal cell DNA replication using in

vitro DNA replication systems include: DNA polymerase ct-primase complex (Wobbe et al., 1985; Murakamni et

al., 1986), DNA polymerase 5 (So and Downey, 1988; Lee et al., 1989; Weinberg and Kelly, 1989), proliferating

cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) (Prelich et al., 1987; Wold et al., 1989; Wobbe et al., 1987), RP-A (Wobbe et al.,

1987; Fairman and Stillman, 1988), topoisomerases I and II (Yang et al., 1987), and the RF-C protein complex

(Lee et al., 1989. Tsurimoto and Stillman, 1989). These proteins represent the minimal number of factors needed

to drive the mammalian DNA replication fork. It is most likely that there are a number of other human cell

proteins which are required to: (1) support efficient DNA replication, (2) promote the initiation of human cell

DNA synthesis, (3) maintain DNA replication fidelity and DNA repair, (4) permit the attachment of the

replication apparatus to the nuclear matrix, and (5) precisely regulate all of these functions of the DNA

replication apparatus. In addition, the functional organization of the components of the DNA replication

apparatus has not been adequately defined, nor has the mechanism by which these proteins act in concert with one

another to efficiently replicate DNA.

The first report of a successful isolation of a fully functional multiprotein form of DNA polymerase a

from human (HeLa) cell extracts was described by Malkas et al. (1990b). This multiprotein form of DNA

polymerase was shown to be fully competent for supporting origin-specific and large T-antigen dependent SV40

DNA replication in vitro (Malkas et al, 1990b). This replication-competent multiprotein form of DNA

polymerase was isolated using several biochemical steps of purification that included subeellular fractionation,

polyethylene glycol precipitation, discontinuous gradient centrifugation, Q-Sepharose (Pharmacia)
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chromatography, and velocity density gradient centrifugation. The proteins initially found to co-purify with the

human cell multiprotein form of DNA polymerase included: DNA polymerase a, DNA primase, topoisomerase I

and PCNA (Malkas et al., 1990b). Additional enzymes and factors were subsequently found to co-purifV with

this complex and include DNA polymerase 5, DNA ligase I, topoisomerase II, RF-C, RP-A and a DNA helicase

activity (Applegren et al., 1995). Poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) has also been identified as a part of the

complex (Simbulan-Rosenthall et al., 1996). A similar replication-competent multiprotein form of DNA

polymerase was also isolated from mouse cells and was demonstrated to support in vitro polyomavirus DNA

synthesis (Wu et al., 1994). A model was proposed to represent the structure of the Multiprotein DNA

Replication Complex (MRC) which was isolated from both human and murine cells. This model is based upon

the observed fractionation, chromatographic, and sedimentation profiles of the individual proteins found to co-

purify with the complex (Wu et al., 1994; Applegren et al., 1995; reviewed in Hickey and Malkas, 1997). We

recently renamed the replication complex designating it the DNA synthesome (Coll et al., 1996; Lin et al., 1997.

Hickey and Malkas, 1997). This was done to differentiate the mammalian cell derived complex from the

previously proposed elongation model, the replisome, (reviewed in Kornberg and Baker, 1992) which describes

the putative superassembly of replication factors at the prokaryotic replication fork.

Two of the goals of this laboratory are to identify all of the protein components of the human cell DNA

synthesome, and to then describe how these proteins act in concert to mediate DNA replication. To date, the

identity and function of approximately half of these proteins have been determined. In this report we describe our

most recent efforts toward defining the identity and function of several new components of the human cell DNA

synthesome. We also report here for the first time results of experiments evaluating the fidelity of the replication

mediated by the synthesome, and further verify the semi-conservative mechanism of action by the synthesome

during in vitro DNA synthesis.
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Experimental Procedures

Cell Culture and Harvest

Suspension cultures of HeLa cells were grown in Joklik's modified Eagle's medium supplemented with

5% each of calf and fetal bovine serum. Exponentially growing cells (5 x 105 cells/ml of medium) were harvested

and washed three times with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS): 8.4 mM Na2HPO 4 , 137 mM NaCI, 2.7 mM KCI.

1.5 mM KH2 PO 4 . The cells were then pelleted by low-speed centrifugation (200 g, 5 min, 40C). The cell pellets

were stored at -800C prior to initiating subcellular fractionation.

DNA Synthesome Preparation

The DNA synthesome was isolated from HeLa cells using previously published procedures (Malkas et

al., 1990b, Applegren et al., 1995) and outlined in Fig. 1.

DNA Helicase Assay

DNA helicase activity was assayed according to published procedures (Bachur et al., 1992; Wu et al.,

1994: Applegren et al., 1995). Human DNA helicase antibodies HDH I and HDH IV (Tuteja et al., 1990-1991)

and rabbit pre-immune sera, purified DNA polymerase a or SV40 large T-antigen antibodies were pre-incubated

for 1 hour at 40 C before addition to the helicase assay.

SDS-Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis and Immunoblotting

Thirty micrograms of each of the various described protein fractions were loaded into each lane of the

gels, and after their resolution by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (Laemnili, 1970) or non-

denaturing gel electrophoresis (Native-PAGE) (Tom, et al., 1996) the resolved proteins were electrophoretically

transferred to nitrocellulose. Immunodetection was carried out using a light-enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL)

detection system according to the manufacturer's instructions (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL). The anti-DNA

polymerase s antibody was used at a 1:1000 dilution. The anti-polymerase P3 antibody was used at a dilution of

1:1500. HDH I and IV antibodies were used at dilutions of 1:1000. The antibodies anti-Ku (Sigma), anti-

hMLH1 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-XPA antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-RNA

Polymerase II antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-TFIIH (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), anti-Annexin I and

anti-Annexin II (Transduction Laboratories) were all used at working dilutions of 1:1000. The appropriate

species-specific horseradish peroxidase conjugated secondary antibodies were used in the immunoblots to identify
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the bands reactive with primarv antibodies. Pre-stained SDS-PAGE molecular size markers were obtained from

the Amersham Corporation (Arlington Heights, IL).

Purification of SV40 Large T-Antigen

SV40 large T-antigen was purified from human 293 cells which had been infected with the recombinant

adenovirus vector Ad-SVR284 via immuno-affinity chromatography of the clarified cell lysate using an

immobilized protein A matrix to which was covalently coupled a monoclonal antibody derived from the

hybridoma Pab 419. This monoclonal antibody is reactive against the SV40 large T-antigen (Simanis and Lane,

1985).

In Vitro SV40 DNA Replication Assay

Assay reaction mixtures (25 4.l) contained 80 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5; 7mM MgC12 ; 1 mM DTT; 3-20 4g

of protein fraction, 0.5-1.0 4tg of purified SV40 large T-antigen; 50 ng of plasmid pSV0+ containing an insert of

SV40 replication-origin DNA sequences (Stillman et al., 1985); 100 4M each dTTP, dATP, dGTP; 200 p.M each

rCTP, rGTP, UTP: 4 mM ATP; 25 p.M [32 P]dCTP; 40 mM creatine phosphate; 1 jig of creatine kinase. The

requirements for each of these components have been established and published previously (Applegren et al,

1995). The standard reaction was incubated for 2 hours at 35°C or for the length of time indicated in the Results.

The replication assay reaction products were processed using DE81 filter binding to quantify the amount of

radiolabel incorporated into the replication products (Sambrook et al., 1989). One unit of SV40 replication

activity is equal to the incorporation of I pmol of dNMP into SV40 DNA per 2 hours under the standard assay

condition.

Analyses of DNA Synthesome Replication Products

(a) Gel Assays

The DNA products of DNA synthesome-driven replication reactions were precipitated by the addition of

ammonium acetate to 2.5M, followed by 2.5 volumes of ethanol. The precipitation was carried out at -200C,

overnight. The precipitated DNA was pelleted by centrifugation in an Eppendorf centrifuge for 30 minutes at

4VC, and the pellet DNA was then washed with an ice-cold solution of 70% ethanol. The DNA was dried in a

Speed-Vac, resuspended in 50 p.1 of TE (10 mM Tris HC1 pH 7.5, 0.1 mM EDTA), and digested for 8 hours with

5 units each of the endonucleases MboI and Sail. The resulting DNA fragments were then resolved by
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electrophoresis at 2.5 V/cm for 16 hours through a neutral 1% agarose gel containing IX TBE (i.e., 89 mM Tris-

borate, 1 mM EDTA). After electrophoresis. the gels were dried and exposed to XAR5 (Kodak) film.

(b) CsC! density gradient analysis

For the analysis of synthesome DNA products by CsCl density gradient sedimentation, the in vitro DNA

replication reactions were performed as described above except that 5-bromodeoxvuridine triphosphate (BrdUTP)

(Sigma) was substituted for dTTP. The BrdUTP was added fresh at the initiation of the replication reaction to a

final concentration of 100 riM. For the preparation of non-BrdUTP-substituted DNA replication products in

these studies, parallel in vitro DNA replication reactions were performed using dTTP. After incubation of the

replication reaction, the DNA products were phenol-extracted and precipitated twice in ethanol. The DNA

products were then subjected to gel filtration chromatography using a I ml column of TE-400 Sephadex

(Clontech Laboratories, Inc.) to remove unincorporated nucleotides. The DNA products were precipitated in

ethanol, and linearized by digestion with Sail (NEB) for two hours at 370C. The DNA products were

subsequently analyzed by CsCI equilibrium centrifugation under neutral conditions (Epner et al., 1981). The

DNA products were loaded directly onto the gradients with an initial refractive index of 1.403. The CsCI

gradients were subjected to centrifugation in a Beckman NVT90 rotor for 48 hours at 55,000 rpm. The gradient

was divided into 30 fractions beginning at the top. The CsCI density for each gradient fraction was calculated

from its refractive index as measured on a Bausch and Lombe refractometer. Aliquots of 60 ýd were taken from

each CsCI gradient fraction and subjected to Cerenkov counting using a liquid scintillation counter.

Forward Mutagenesis Assay: Transfection and Plating.

To measure the spontaneous mutation frequency created during DNA synthesome mediated in vitro

replication a fidelity assay described by Sekowski et al. (1997), was used. Because the background mutation

frequency for a lacZa forward mutation assay employing M13 phage DNA is typically 2-5 x 10-4 we have

chosen a plasmid DNA template, (i.e., pBK-CMV), for which we have measured a spontaneous mutation

frequency that is less than 1 per 5.0 x 108 colonies examined (Sekowski et al., 1997).

The in vitro replicated pBK-CMV DNA template was used to transfect the E. coli host XL1-Blue MRF'

following digestion of the parental template DNA with DpnI. Electrocompetent bacteria (XL 1-Blue MRF') (60ul)

were mixed with approximately 100-200 ng of the newly replicated pBK-CMV DNA (1Oul) isolated from the in
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vitro DNA replication reaction, incubated on ice for 10 minutes, and subjected to electroporation using a BioRad

electroporator. The electroporation was adjusted to 1.4 kV, 25 uF, 200 Ohms. Immediately following

electroporation, 1 ml of chilled sterile SOC buffer (20mM glucose in LB media) was added to the cuvette. The

electroporated mixture was then incubated in a rotary shaker (250rpm) at 371C for 1 hour. An amount of the

culture sufficient to yield 1000-2000 bacterial colonies per plate was plated onto 20 ml LB agar containing 0.5

mg/ml kanamycin, 25 gg/ml IPTG and 25 gg/ml X-gal. These plating conditions allow the E. coli containing

wild-type plasmid to express an intense blue phenotype. These plating conditions facilitate the visualization of

various mutant phenotypes. The color of the mutant colonies range from white to an intermediate shade of blue.

while the wild type colonies are a deep blue-green color.

Scoring of Mutants.

The inactivation of the a-complementation gene (the product of which is the catalytic subunit of P-
galactosidase) due to a mutation in the lacZa gene contained in pBK-CMV yields a variety of mutant phenotypes

when expressed in E. Co strain XLI Blue MRF'. The mutant phenotypes were scored on agar plates incubated

approximately 12-15 hours at 370C. Using the plating conditions described above, expression of the wild-type

pBK-CMV DNA in the E. Coli host generates a dark blue bacterial colony. Bacterial colonies expressing the

mutated pBK-CMV plasmid express an altered P3-galactosidase gene which can be distinguished from those

colonies expressing the wild type plasmid by their light blue to yellowish white color phenotypes. In order to

reproducibly and precisely score the variable mutant phenotypes, only the pure white colonies (i.e. colonies

lacking any trace of blue or green color) were scored as mutant. The light blue colonies comprise 25% (+/- 2%)

of the total number of colonies.
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Results

Human cell DNA synthesome-driven in vitro DNA replication is semi-conservative and does not readily re-

initiate.

It was previously demonstrated by Malkas et al. (1990b) that the majority of the SV40 replication

products synthesized by the DNA synthesome are resistant to digestion by the endonuclease DpnI. This result

suggested that the synthesome mediates DNA replication by a semi-conservative replication mechanism.

To further verify that the replication products synthesized by the human cell DNA synthesome were the

result of semi-conservative DNA replication, in vitro DNA replication reactions were performed as described in

the Methods except that BrdUTP was substituted in place of dTTP. The replication products were analyzed by

isopycnic centrifugation as described in the Methods. Figure 2 shows a typical sedimentation profile for the

replication products. It was observed that the majority of the products of the in vitro DNA replication reaction

sediment to the CsCI density expected for DNA molecules in which only one strand of the daughter DNA duplex

has been fully substituted with BrdUMP, (designated the HL (heavy-light) DNA duplex). As expected, all of the

DNA s-vnthesome replication products synthesized in the presence of dTMP sedimented as LL (light-light) DNA

duplexes. The minimal level of DNA synthesome replication products containing BrdUMP incorporated into both

strands of the daughter DNA duplex (i. e., - a heavy-heavy (HH) DNA duplex) suggests that the in vitro initiation

of DNA synthesome-mediated initiation of replication of the pSVO+ plasmid DNA occurs only once, with very

few additional rounds of replication taking place.

The premise that DNA synthesome-mediated in vitro DNA synthesis does not readily support the re-

initiation of replication in new daughter DNA molecules is supported by studies examining the sensitivity of the

DNA products to the endonuclease MboI. The restriction enzyme MboI cleaves at an unmethylated recognition

sequence but not the fully methylated or hemi-methylated recognition sequence. The input parental plasmid DNA

used in our in vitro DNA replication reaction is fully methylated (i.e., methylated on both DNA strands of the

double helix) by the bacterial methylase which is present in the bacteria used to amplify the plasmid DNA. Since

human cells lack an equivalent activity, one round of semi-conservative DNA synthesis will yield a hemi-

methylated daughter DNA molecule. Additional rounds of DNA replication will yield daughter DNA molecules
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which are unmethylated on both strands of the DNA duplex. In these studies the treatment of the products of the

synthesome-driven in vitro DNA replication reaction with MboI demonstrates that only a minor fraction (i.e.,

<20%) of the newly synthesized DNA product was re-replicated, yielding MboI sensitive fragments (Fig. 3). The

fraction of the DNA replication products that were cleaved by this enzyme yielded fragments that were

heterogeneous in size and these fragments migrated as a background haze. The band intensities of the daughter

DNA molecules replicated only once were compared by scanning densitometry. The Mbol sensitive products

comprised approximately 19% of the newly replicated DNA. Since the majority of the products formed during

the in vitro DNA replication reaction were resistant to digestion by MboI, our results indicate that the DNA

synthesome initiates essentially only one round of DNA replication in vitro.

Fidelity of HeLa Cell DNA Synthesome DNA Replication.

A forward mutagenesis assay (Sekowski et al. 1997) was utilized to test the fidelity of the DNA

replication reaction mediated by the HeLa cell DNA synthesome. We observed that the DNA synthesome

mediated in vitro DNA replication reaction had an intermediate level of fidelity between that exhibited by purified

human DNA polymerases and that exhibited by whole human cell extracts. Using the HeLa cell DNA

synthesome, we report that 4.5 x 10-3 = 0.02% (# mutant (white) colonies/total transformed colonies) expressed

detectable mutations in the replicated (DpnI resistant) template DNA (Table 1).

The DNA synthesome contains two different helicase activities.

Previously. DNA helicase activity was found to co-purify with the replication-competent human cell

DNA synthesome (Applegren et al., 1995), as well as that isolated from mouse cells (Wu et al., 1994). We now

report that the DNA synthesome helicase activity is composed of at least two different DNA helicases. These

helicases arc the previously described HDH I and HDH IV (Tuteja et al., 1990-1991). The identity of the

synthesome DNA helicases was determined by both Western blot and enzymatic activity analyses.

Immunoblot analysis was performed on different HeLa cell protein fractions derived during the isolation

of the DNA synthesome using antibodies directed against human DNA helicases (HDH) I and IV (Fig. 4). It was

observed that these specific human helicases co-purify with the synthesome-enriched protein fractions. Both

helicases were found to be contained in the P-4, Q-Sepharose peak (QS) and the sucrose gradient peak (SG)

fractions (Fig. I). It has been previously shown that the synthesome is enriched in these protein fractions (Malkas
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et al.. 1990b; Applegren et al.. 1995; Tom et al., to be published elsewhere). Although these helicases can also be

found in the replication poor S-4 fraction (Malkas et al., 1990b), they were observed to exclusively co-purify with

the DNA synthesome following Q-Sepharose column chromatography and sucrose gradient sedimentation. These

helicase proteins were not detectable in the combined Q-Sepharose flow-through and wash fractions.

Helicase activity analysis of the DNA synthesome using the antibodies directed against HDH I and HDH

IV was performed (Fig. 5). Using a strand displacement assay (Methods), it was observed that both of the

helicase antibodies were able to inhibit a significant amount of the endogenous synthesome helicase activity (Fig.

5). However, antibodies derived from antigen naive rabbits, or antibodies direct against purified DNA

polymerase oa or the SV40 large T-antigen were found to have no detectable inhibitory affect on the synthesome

helicase activity (Fig. 5).

Several proteins that play a role in DNA repair co-purify with the human cell DNA synthesome.

Several proteins found to co-purify with the replication-competent DNA synthesome have been previously

described to be involved in repair. There is an extensive literature reporting that DNA polymnerases (x and 8, RP-

A, PCNA, RF-C. PARP and DNA ligase I participate in certain types of human cell DNA repair (Covcrley et al.,

1991, 1992; Dresler and Frattini, 1986, Podust et al., 1992; Shivji et al., 1995; Wang, 1991; Zeng et al., 1994).

To begin to explore the possible link between DNA synthesome mediated DNA replication and the DNA repair

process in human cells, we performed studies to determine whether several other DNA repair associated proteins

co-purified with the human cell DNA synthesome.

The mismatch repair protein, hMLH1, was found to co-purify with the replication-competent DNA

synthesome (Fig. 6, panel B). SDS-PAGE and immunoblot analysis using an antibody directed against hMLH1

were performed on protein fractions derived during the course of synthesome isolation. The hMLH 1 protein was

observed to co-purify with the replication-competent synthesome following chromatography on Q-Sepharose (QS

peak) and sedimentation through sucrose density gradients (SG fraction) (Fig. 6, panel B).

The DNA binding protein Ku along with DNA-Protein Kinase (DNA-PK) has been suggested to have a

role in the detection and/or repair of DNA damage. The Ku protein has also been implicated in many other

processes such as cell signaling (Prabhakar et al., 1990) and DNA replication (Stuvier et al., 1990). To evaluate

whether the Ku protein co-purified with the human cell DNA synthesome, immunoblot analyses of the protein
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fractions derived in the course of the synthesome isolation were performed (Fig. 6, panel A). Ku protein was

found to exclusively co-purif,. with DNA synthesome enriched protein fractions (i.e., P-4, QS peak and SG) (Fig.

6, panel A). Little detectable Ku protein was found in the synthesome poor S-4 and QS flow-through and wash

fractions.

Similar to our observations with the hMLHI and Ku proteins we have found that DNA polymerase 6 co-

purifies with the HeLa cell DNA synthesome (Fig. 6, panel C). DNA polymerase , has also been implicated in

DNA repair (Coverley et al., 1992, Nishida et al., 1988). Immunoblot analyses of the P-4, QS peak. S-4. QS

flow through and SG peak fractions were performed using an antibody prepared against DNA polymerase F

(Syvaoja et al., 1990). DNA polymerase F was found to exclusively co-purify with the replication competent

DNA synthesome in the P-4, QS peak and SG peak fractions (Fig. 6, panel C). The DNA polymerase E

polypeptide was not detectable in the replication poor S-4 and Q-Sepharose flow-through fractions. These results

with DNA polymerase c are similar to those most recently reported for the purification of the synthesome from

human breast cell lines and breast tissue (Coil et al., 1996).

When the protein fractions derived during the course of purification of the HeLa cell DNA synthesome

were examined for the presence of two other proteins involved in DNA repair, (i.e., DNA polymerase P3 and the

xerodcrma pigmentosum group A protein (XPA)), it was observed that these proteins were not associated with the

DNA synthesomc and purified away from the DNA synthesome (Fig. 6, panels D and E). Monoclonal antibody

directed against DNA polymerase P3 (Jenkins et al., 1992) was used to probe the human cell homogenate, NE-S-

3, PEG NE-S-3, P-4, QS peak, S-4, QS Flow Through and SG peak fractions. The results of our immunoblot

analysis indicate that DNA polymerase P3 did not co-purify with the synthesome (Fig. 6, panel D). DNA

polymerase P was found in the homogenate and NE-S-3 fraction (Fig. 6, panel D). However, DNA polymerase P3

is not observed in the PEG NE/S-3, S-4, P-4, QS peak or SG fractions. These results indicate that the DNA

polymerase P observed in the whole cell homogenate partitions to the NE-S-3 step of the fractionation scheme

(Fig. 1) but is resolved from the DNA synthesome following precipitation of the NE-S-3 fraction with

polyethylene glycol.

Similarly, immunoblot analysis using antibody directed against the human XPA protein (Oncogen

sciences), which is a protein required during the incision step of nucleotide excision repair process (NER) (Li et
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al., 1995) revealed that the XPA protein partitions with the homogenate, NE-S-3, P-4, and S-4 fractions but is

resolved from the svnthesome during ion exchange chromatography over Q-Sepharose (Fig. 6, panel E).

The Mammalian Cell RNA Transcription Apparatus Does Not Co-purify with the DNA Synthesome.

It has been suggested in the literature that the mammalian cell RNA transcription and DNA replication

machinery may interact in some manner with the DNA replication apparatus (Echols, 1986; Sancar, 1995). To

determine whether polypeptides responsible for mediating RNA transcription co-purified with the human DNA

synthesome, we analyzed the protein fractions derived throughout the course of the synthesome purification for

the presence of the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme (Barberis et al., 1995; reviewed by Carey, 1995). Utilizing

an antibody directed against RNA polymerase II (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) the homogenate, NE-S-3, P-4, QS

Peak, QS Flow-Through and SG Peak protein fractions (Fig. 1) were probed for the RNA polymerase II

holoenzyme (Fig. 8). RNA polymerase II was not observed to co-purify with the DNA synthesome but readily

partitioned away from the synthesome (Fig. 8) during the initial differential centrifugation steps used in the

replication complex purification protocol.

Similar to observations regarding the RNA polymerase II holoenzyme, we also observed that the

transcription factor TFIIH does not co-purify with the DNA synthesome. TFIIH is a multiprotein complex

composed of at least five polypeptides. It is capable of phosphorylating RNA polymerase II and is involved in the

activation of the pre-initiation complex for transcription (Zawel and Reinberg, 1995). This protein has also been

shown to participate in the nucleotide excision repair process in liuman cells (Schaeffer et al., 1993). An antibody

directed against the TFIIH protein (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) was used to probe the protein fractions isolated

during the purification of the DNA synthesome. As observed with RNA polymerase II holoenzyme, TFIIH was

found to purify away from the protein fractions containing the DNA synthesome during the initial differential

centrifugation steps of the purification protocol, (data not shown).

Annexins Do Not Co-Purify with the DNA Synthesome.

Previous reports in the literature abound concerning proteins and factors that co-purify with putative high

molecular weight replication complexes. Immunoblot analyses were initiated to determine if two members of a

family of phospholipid and actin binding proteins, Annexin I and II, are able to co-fractionate with the DNA

synthesome. These proteins have been implicated to have a role during in differentiation, cell proliferation and
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carcinogenesis (Gupta et al., 1984; Schlaepfer and Haigler, 1990; Frohlich et al., 1990), and they have been

reported to co-purify with the multiprotein DNA polymerase isolated from HeLa cells and affect its activit',

(Kumble and Vishwanatha, 1991). Antibodies directed against both Annexin I and II (Transduction Laboratories)

were used to probe the protein fractions derived during the course of DNA synthesome purification. Annexin I

and II polypeptides were observed in the homogenate fraction but were absent in the replication competent QS

peak and SG peak fractions containing the DNA synthesome, (Fig. 8).

Discussion

The DNA Synthesome Mediates Semi-conservative DNA Replication

Mammalian cell proliferation is a highly regulated process with multiple levels of control that affect a

variety of cssential cell functions. With the advent of the SV40 in vitro DNA replication system (Li and Kelly,

1984) there is now an accumulation of evidence regarding the existence of functional multiprotein complexes for

DNA synthesis in cukaryotes (reviewed in Hickey and Malkas, 1997). Studies were conducted utilizing the DNA

synthesome-driven SV40 in vitro replication system in order to determine if the DNA molecules containing the

SV40 origin of replication support the semi-conservative synthesis of complete daughter DNA strands.

The semi-conservative replication of SV40 DNA templates in vitro are expected to yield hemi-methylated

or unmethylated DNA molecules that are resistant to DpnI digestion (Vovis and Lacks, 1977). It was previously

demonstrated that the DNA replication products formed during DNA synthesome mediated in vitro DNA

replication are DpnI resistant. This indicates that he DNA template used in the in vitro assay had undergone at

least one round of semi-conservative replication (Malkas et al., 1990b). To determine whether the DNA template

and replication assay products could support multiple rounds of replication we digested the SV40 DNA

replication products with the restriction endonuclease MboI. This enzyme cleaves only fully unmethylated DNA.

Because the template DNA used in the assay is fully methylated, only molecules having undergone two rounds of

replication will be digested by MboI. Similar to reports by others, only a minor fraction of the newly replicated

DNA molecules supported a second round of replication. This result indicated that only a small number of the

daughter DNA duplexes underwent two rounds of replication.
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To rule out the possibility that in vitro DNA synthesis mediated by the DNA synthesome represented

repair synthesis at nicks or gaps in the parental DNA template molecule, DNA replication reactions were

performed containing 5-BrdUTP in place of dTTP. The DNA products were then analyzed by CsC1 equilibrium

centrifugation. If the BrdUMP incorporation was due to repair of the input parental DNA, the amount

incorporated into the DNA molecules would not be sufficient to cause a specific and significant density shift

(Meselson et al., 1958). Under neutral conditions, essentially all of the newly synthesized daughter DNA

molecules in our study were observed to have a density expected for that of a semi-conservatively replicated DNA

in which the daughter strand incorporated BrdUMP. In addition, the absence of detectable amounts of BrdUMP

substituted into both strands of the daughter DNA duplexes suggests that the majority of DNA molecules only

undergo a single round of DNA replication in the synthesome-driven system. These results reflect those found for

in vitro DNA replication in crude extracts, namely that only a small proportion of the parental DNA template

molecules actually re-initiate DNA replication in vitro (Stillman and Gluzman, 1985; Li and Kelly, 1984). These

CsCI equilibrium sedimentation data together with the limited susceptibility of the daughter DNA duplexes to

digestion by the enzyme MboI indicate that the DNA products formed by the DNA synthesome are the result of

semi-conservative synthesis.

The Fidelity of Synthesome-mediated In Vitro DNA Replication.

The close relationship of the two cellular processes of DNA replication and DNA repair is illustrated by

the recognition and/or maintenance of a subset of proteins utilized by both processes. These proteins include

DNA polymerases a and 3, PARP, DNA ligase I, RP-A, PCNA, RFC and DNA helicase (Coverley et al., 1991,

1992, Dresler and Frattini, 1986; Podust et al., 1992; Shivji et al., 1995; Wang, 1991; Zeng et al., 1994). The

observations of these individuals suggest that there may be a direct link between the apparatus that controls and

carries-out DNA replication and the apparatus that mediates DNA repair. The high degree with which these

proteins have been conserved across evolutionary lines suggests that the two processes may work in concert to

maintain the fidelity of the genome and regulate the mutation frequency at a level required to sustain or promote

evolution. The high degree of accuracy of the DNA replication process must occur through the active

participation of the DNA replication enzymes (polymerases) and/or other cellular factors (DNA repair enzymes)

to either enhance base selection or remove errors before they become fixed in the genome.
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Our forward mutagenesis assay was utilized to test the fidelity of DNA replication mediated by the HeLa

DNA synthesome. The data demonstrated an intermediate level of fidelity when compared to studies using

purified human DNA polymerase-primase or HeLa whole cell extracts Roberts and Kunkel, (1988). The fidelity

of the DNA synthesome-mediated in vitro DNA replication process may be directly compared to the polymerase-

primase and HeLa cell extract fidelity results of Roberts and Kunkel (1988) by using the equation described in

Table 1. In contrast to Kunkel's fidelity assay in crude cell extracts, our forward mutagenesis assay using the

DNA synthesome is capable of providing a measurement of the fidelity of DNA replication in the absence of

competing biological processes. Therefore, we believe our forward mutagenesis assay may provide a more

accurate estimate of DNA replication fidelity.

It has been suggested that the fidelity of cellular DNA replication process is approximately three orders of

magnitude higher than the fidelity of DNA synthesis mediated by purified DNA polymerase enzymes. This

increase in fidelity has been attributed to post-replication mismatch repair of the replicated DNA (Modrich,

1991). Because the human cell DNA synthesome has demonstrated a higher level of replication fidelity than that

reported for isolated DNA polymerases, it appears that the synthesome may be capable of carrying out critical

proofreading or DNA mismatch repair functions. While the DNA replication fidelity of the human cell extracts

appears to be higher than was found for the isolated DNA synthesome, the whole cell extract potentially contains

many accessory proteins or factors that may alter the post replication repair process. Our observations and those

reported by Kunkel's group reinforce the idea that the maintenance of high fidelity DNA synthesis and repair

requires at least some of the proteins used during the DNA replication process.

Several New Components of the DNA Synthesome Are Identified.

As an inifial step toward determining whether a known DNA mismatch repair protein may be associated

with the DNA synthesome, we chose to study the hMLH1 protein (Modrich, 1989,1991). The hMLH1 protein is

the human homolog of the bacterial mutL protein, a member of the highly conserved family of post-replication

mismatch repair proteins. Immunoblot analyses demonstrated that hMLH1 co-fractionates with other proteins

composing the core of the DNA synthesome. This co-fractionation may be indicative of a direct interaction

between the replication protein components of this replication complex which are physically associated with the
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newlv synthesized DNA strand and the DNA mismatch repair process. Therefore, the DNA synthesis and

mismatch repair proteins may work in concert to maintain the high fidelity of the DNA replication process.

Further studies are underway to identify the presence of other repair proteins which may be associated with the

DNA synthesome and to examine the role that the synthesome may play in the mismatch repair process.

The synthesis of daughter DNA, as well as the repair, transcription and recombination processes, require

a transient unwinding of the DNA double helix. The DNA helicases are responsible for unwinding the DNA helix

during the replication and repair of DNA, and during the transcription process helicases catalyze DNA unwinding

and translocation by coupling the energy derived from hydrolysis of nucleoside 5'-triphosphates (NTP or dNTP)

to the processivity of the helicase enzyme, (Geider and Hoffmann, 1981). This analysis has identified several

additional components of the DNA synthesome and two of these are specific DNA helicases (HDH I and IV).

Tuteja et al. (1990-1991) have reported the existence and purification of five different HeLa cell DNA helicases.

Two of these purified enzymes isolated from nuclear extracts have been designated human DNA helicases HDH I

and IV (Tuteja ct al., 1990-1991). HDH I is a 65 kDa protein that exhibits a 3' to 5' directional unwinding

polarity, while HDHIV is a 100 kDa protein that exhibits a 5' to 3' polarity. We suggest that these synthesome

associated DNA helicases may promote the melting of parental DNA strands during the DNA replication reaction,

and permit access of the elongation components of the synthesome to the DNA. Based upon the results of our

Western blot and antibody neutralization analyses, the model proposed for the human cell DNA synthesome (Wu

et al., 1994; Applegren et al., 1995) can now be extended to include these two DNA helicase activities.

We are particularly interested in identifying human cell DNA helicases that are involved in origin

activation and possibly performing functions analogous to those of the helicase associated with the large T-

antigens of SV40 and polyomavirus (Stahl and Knippers, 1987; Goetz et al., 1988; and Seki et al., 1990). More

in depth studies on the roles that HDH I and IV play in DNA synthesome-mediated DNA replication, are

underway to establish whether these enzymes, are involved in: 1) initiating replication at the origin, and/or 2)

mediating replication fork movement.

Previously, DNA polymerases c and 5 were found to co-purify as integral components of this human cell

DNA synthesome (Malkas et al., 1990b; Applegren et al., 1995). In continuing to identify the components of the

DNA synthesome we examined the various protein fractions isolated during the purification of the synthesome for
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the presence of other DNA polvmerases. Our work demonstrates for the first time that polymerase s also co-

fractionates with the other core components of the human cell DNA synthesome, and thus can be included as a

newly recognized component of the synthesome. In addition, this laboratory has confirmed the direct interaction

between DNA polymerase s and the DNA synthesome by co-immuno-precipitation studies (Coil, et al., to be

published elsewhere). DNA polyrnerase F appears to have functional roles in both DNA replication and/or in a

repair process closely associated with replication (Shivji et al., 1995) but further studies are required to determine

this enzyme's primary role.

It was also demonstrated that DNA polymerase P3 does not co-purify with the human DNA synthesome.

It has been demonstrated that model DNA replication systems that use small double stranded viral DNA

molecules, such as the SV40 system, do not require DNA polymerase 3 for activity because the systems can be

reconstituted with purified proteins in its absence (van der Vliet, 1990). Our immunoblot analyses are in

agreement with this observation, as they indicated that DNA polymerase P is not required for efficient in vitro

DNA replication activity mediated by the DNA synthesome.

The requirements for human cell synthesome mediated in vitro DNA replication reaction have been

previously published (Applegren, et al., 1995). It was demonstrated that the in vitro DNA replication reaction

was resistant to the inhibitory effect of dideoxynucleotide triphosphates. Both DNA polymerases a and 5 have

been shown to be resistant to dideoxynucleotide triphosphates and DNA polymerase P is strongly inhibited by

ddTTP (Kornberg and Baker, 1992). This can be seen as another line of evidence that DNA polymerase P3 is not

a functional component in the DNA synthesome, and is not involved in the replication process.

In this report, several other proteins related to the DNA repair and DNA replication processes that co-

purify with the DNA synthesome were identified. Another protein thought to be involved in the DNA synthetic

processes is Ku. The Ku protein serves as a regulatory or targeting subunit for the DNA-Protein Kinase which

phosphorylates several nuclear proteins in vitro (Anderson, 1993). Because several of the protein substrates for

DNA-PK are involved in DNA replication, (i.e., topoisomerases I and II, RF-C and SV40 large T-antigen) it was

decided to examine whether the Ku protein was a component of the DNA synthesome. We have shown that the

Ku protein is present in the highly purified DNA synthesome protein fraction. This observation suggests that the

DNA synthesome may participate in some form of DNA repair which involves the Ku protein.
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Annexin I and II have been implicated in a variety of cellular processes such as differentiation, cell

proliferation and carcinogenesis (Gupta et al., 1984; Schlaepfer and Haigler, 1990; Frolich et al., 1990).

Although the conservation of Annexins through evolution argues strongly for an important physiological role for

these proteins, the precise role of these proteins remains confusing and controversial. Because reports in the

literature have described the Annexins as co-purifying with multiprotein forms of DNA polymerase (Kumble and

Vishwanatha, 1991), we chose to examine the DNA synthesome for the presence of these proteins. Neither of the

Annexins were not found to co-purify with the replication-competent synthesome, and are not required for

synthesome-mediated DNA replication. We therefore conclude that Annexins I and II are unlikely to be integral

components of the human cell DNA replication apparatus.

Nucleotide excision repair is a process involving: (1) the recognition of a lesion, (2) incision of the altered

DNA strand, (3) excision of the damaged nucleotides along with a portion of the strand surrounding the lesion, (4)

repair of the gap created in the DNA during excision, and (5) ligation of the newly synthesized patch into the

adjacent DNA strands. This process requires the concerted activity of several proteins which mediate each of

these steps. DNA sequence dependent events such as transcription, replication, or site-specific recombination are

therefore unlikely to be directed by the binding of a single protein to a single DNA site (Echols, H., 1986). On the

contrary, these complex processes involve multiple protein-DNA and protein-protein interactions (Sancar, A.,

1995). Such macromolecular interactions are thought to regulate the assembly of DNA-bound proteins to

generate highly organized nucleoprotein structures with a high specificity of protein-DNA recognition. As

analysis of the NER process continues, an increasing number of protein-protein interactions have been identified

to be involved. However, it remains to be elucidated whether these interactions occur sequentially or result in

progressively more complex structures at sites of damage. Most of the gene products used in NER appear to

participate in the early steps of this repair process. Our analysis of the DNA synthesome has demonstrated that

several proteins required for transcription and NER do not co-purify with the synthesome. These include the

transcription proteins, RNA polymerase II, TFIIH, and the excision repair XPA protein. These data suggest that

NER components are not an integral part of the synthesome.

Some of the transcription elongation factors are thought to couple transcription to repair and later clear a

path for the replication machinery. It is conceivable that the NER machinery responsible for incision/excision of
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damaged DNA could be juxtaposed to the DNA synthetic machinery. The NER machinery could then recruit the

DNA synthesome for completing the synthesis and ligation steps of the repair process. This would allow for an
interconnection between NER and DNA replication processes previously thought to function more or less

independently.

Proteins involved in DNA repair, DNA replication, transcription, recombination or cell cycle progression

are all part of a complex network of overlapping biochemical reactions and pathways that function to maintain

cellular homeostasis. Further characterization of the human cell DNA synthesome will increase our

understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in regulating the activity of the DNA replication apparatus

and potentially integrating it into the processes of both DNA replication and repair.
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Table 1. Relative rate of HeLa cell DNA synthesome mediated DNA replication fidelity errors.

Purified* Polymerase-
Primase Complex DNA Synthesome Cell Extract

2.0 x 10- 4  2.4 x 10- 5  6.0 x 10-6

*Taken from Roberts and Kunkel, 1988.
#Results of our DNA synthesome-mediated replication fidelity assay re-calculated using Kunkel's equation:

A. Number of mutant colonies/total number of transformed colonies = 4.5 x 10-3

B. Minus background mutation rate (spontaneous mutation rate)(0: 8 x 104 colonies) = 0

C. Divide by 0.5 (the approximate probability of expressing an error) = 9.0 x 10-3

D. Divide by number of sites in target gene (373 bp) = 2.4 x 10-5 or 2.5 per 10,000 nucleotides incorporated.
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Figure 1. The flow diagram of the isolation scheme used to purify the human cell synthesome (see Methods).

Figure 2. Analysis of products of SV40 in vitro DNA replication by CsC1 density gradient sedimentation. The
in vitro DNA replication reaction was performed as described in Materials and Methods. As described in the

text, dTTP in the replication reaction was replaced by BrdUTP. The incorporation of [3 2P]dCMP into acid-
insoluble material was measured. The densities of aliquots were measured directly with a refractometer and the
positions of the migration of light DNA (LL; 1.69 g/ml) by the non-substituted products and heavy light DNA
(HL; 1.74 g/ml) by the BrdUMP substituted products were determined.

Figure 3. MboI restriction analysis of pSVO+ DNA after replication by the synthesome. More than 80% of the
newly synthesized DNA is resistant to Mibol digestion. The arrow on the left indicates the position of linear DNA
insensitive to MiboI digestion.

Figure 4. Immunoblot analyses for the presence of human DNA helicases 1 (65 kDa.) and IV (100 kDa.) in
P-4, S-4, Q-Sepharose peak, Q-Sepharose flow-through, and Sucrose gradient peak fractions. Thirty micrograms
of each protein fraction were resolved on 8% polyacrylamide gels. The proteins were then transferred to
nitrocellulose filter membranes. The polypeptides human DNA helicase I and IV were visualized by sequentially
incubating the membranes with the appropriate primary antibodies followed by anti-rabbit secondary antibodies
conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) (see Methods). Light enhanced chemiluminescence detection of the
immobilized protein was accomplished using the ECL Western blotting detection system (Amersham). The
resolution profile of the ECL protein molecular weight markers is designated by an M.
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Figure 5. DNA helicase activity. The Q-Sepharose peak fraction (lug) was preincubated with increasing
amounts of each helicase antibody (0.25ul, 0.5ul and l ul) or with rabbit pre-immune serum, or antibody directed
against DNA polymerase a or SV40 large T-antigen (0.25ul, 0.5ul, lul and 2ul) as described in the text for I
hour at 40 C. These preincubation mixes were then added to the helicase assay and incubated for 30 minutes at
37 0C. The DNA bands observed in the gel lanes migrate through a 12% polyacrylamide gel at the position
expected for a single-stranded M 13 DNA to which a 32 P-radiolabeled 17-mer oligonucleotide has been
hybridized, or to the position expected for an unwound 32 P-radiolabeled 17-mer. Control lanes do not have Q-
Sepharose peak protein loaded (NP and A -heat denatured).

Figure 6. Immunoblot analyses to test for the presence of various proteins in the DNA synthesome. The cell
homogenate, NE+S-3, P-4, S-4, Q-Sepharose peak, Q-Sepharose flow-through and Sucrose gradient peak
fractions were used in these analyses. Thirty micrograms of each protein fraction were size fractionated on 8%
polyacrylamide gels, transferred to nitrocellulose filter membranes and visualized using the ECL Western blotting
detection system (Amersham). Shown are the 86 kDa. Ku, 90 kDa. HMLHI, 200 kDa. DNA polymerase E, 38
kDa. DNA polymerase P3, and 33 kDa. XPA polypeptides (see Methods). The arrow denotes the hMLH 1 protein
band.

Figure 7. Immunoblot analyses for the presence of RNA polymerase II protein (215 kDa.) with the synthesome.
The cell homogenate, NE+S-3, P-4, S-4, Q-Sepharose peak, Q-Sepharose flow-through and Sucrose gradient
peak fractions were used in these analyses. Thirty micrograms of each protein fraction were size fractionated and
visualized using the ECL Western blotting detection system (Amersham).

Figure 8. Immunoblot analyses to test for the presence of Annexin I protein (38 kDa.) and Annexin II protein (36
kDa.) in the synthesome. The cell homogenate, Q-Sepharose peak and Sucrose gradient peak fractions were used
in these analyses. Thirty micrograms of each protein fraction were resolved and light enhanced
chemiluminescence detection of the immobilized protein was accomplished using the ECL Western blotting
detection system (Amersham).
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Figure 1
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